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Owen Clark Killed Last Night By Al
Winfrey; Who Was Calling
on Clark's Wife
CLAIMS THAT HE SHOT CLARK IN SELF DEFENSE
"I..eutenant Potter, when I left
here this morning I said I would
never agent be in the city hall, but
here 1 anirrensarked Albert Winfrey
%alien be entered the o cc of Captain
Futter5 last night at 8:3o o'clock and
.soirreeBered,hiniseli, he having just
kilkd Owen Clark shortly before, at
.the home of the latter's, mother-in-
Jaw, rs. Allis, Schaeffer, five miles
frbm this dty on the Paducah and
Cairn Pike..
Lietuamint Potter had heard that
bomeope billed Clark, but not yet
knowing %ha did it, a.ked Winfrey
what was the matter now, and the
later replied that he hated to tell it
but he was the one who had just
lolled Clark. Wadley claimed self
defense, and ion a warrant being
issued. ettarging him with murder, be
was taken to the county jail and in-
"easberatecla pending 'trial of the mat-
tee. Wink?" war fined yesterday
morning in the pot:ce court. the sum
of di for having troeble on a street
car with the conductor about six
weeks ego.
• The killing ix-curred as result of
Wittiery last night going out to the
home of Mrs. Schaeffer to call upon
this lady's daughter. Mrs. Clark. who
two week. ago separated from her
husband, arid went to her mother's
residence to live. Clark was *hot
thrsaugh the breast and also through
the head. Coroner Prank Eaker went
out and held the asquest last night
the jury bringing in a verdict that
Clark came to his death from gun-
shot wounds inflicted from the re-
volver in Winfrey's hands. The coro-
ner recommended that a warrant for
murder be issued against Winfrey.
Winfrey is the rr-year-old son of
. Captain John Winfrey the 
well
I known steamboatoma. The former is
' a rabroader, and is the young fellow
who got shot in eh* back one night
several years ego by officer Wm
Rogers who started to arrest Winfrey
.rik, fat stealing a ride into 
this c:ty from
" Nti1 ton on the "bknd baggage" of the
•
early morning I. C. passenger train
In running from the patrolman Win-
frey got whot and the bullet is still
in his back.
,Clarle formerly I.Ved in this city
but for several years past haw resided
upon the old Hooks farm ,which is
half a mile up the cross road lead-
ing Solidi from where the Olivet
Baptist church sits, five miles from
this .city on the Paducah and. Cairo
pike
Mrs Clark was formerly Mist
Flora Clements, and is about twenty-
three years of age. She is the
daughter by the first marriage of her
mother, who is now Mrs. 011ie
Schaeffer, and tea des in the lane
leading off from the main Paducah
slid Cairo pike, juin bernietbe Was*
Wilcox farm. which is one quarter a
a mile beyond the Olivet Baptist
chute
Six years ago Miss Clements was
mariied to Clark, but before tint time
she and Winfrey were rereitisearts
Two weeks ago the wife left Clark
who continued residing on the Hook
farm, while she returned to her moth-
er's home, about three-quarters of a
mile distant, to live. Clark has been
trying to get her to return and live
With Wm, but she refused.
Yesterday Mrs. Clark invited Win-
frey to come out to the country and
see her. Winfrey is a married man
himself, but secured his horse and
buggy and went out last night to see
the woman. He hitched his horse in
the road, entered the Schaeffer resi-
dence. and had just seated himself in
a chair. while Mrs. Clark was poking
the fire. Suddenly Clark broke in
through the4ront door and Winfrey
claims. yelled:
"Yes, I have been laying for you
and I'm going to kill you,'
With revolver in one hand and a
stck on another. Clark fired ogee, the
bullet going five feet to left and four
feet above where Winfrey was sitting
°Continued on Peg, Poor)
"IT CAN BE DONE, AND
IT SHALL BE DONE"
•11•11.•••••1111••••
COLONEL GUS G. SINGLETON IN A MOST FERVENT AND
• STRONG SPEW/H, MADE THE ABOVE TRUTHFUL STATE-
MENT LAST NIGHT DURING A SPEECH REGARDING COM-
PELLING THE INFAMOUS BAWDY HOUSES TO BE CLOSED
IN THE CITY — COLONEL JOSEPH E. POTTER PRESID-
ED OVER THE GATHERING LAST NIGHT, AND MANY FER-
VENT AND FQR.CKFUL SPEECHES WERE MADE BY THE
ENTHUSIASTIC PEOPLE PRESEN'T—NONE OF THE WARD
COMMITTEES ARE YET READY TO REPORT.
"It OM be done and it ahall be
defter
This was ths ring statement
made last night by lime Gus G.
Sngleton at the mass meeting of
'Frontiersmen' in the police
eaurtrooen. With great emphasis he
mac these reibarks during his vigor-
ous spee-' regardhsg compelling the
bawdy houses to be broken up and
the moral standard of this cite-
elevatcd the highest pinnacle atea.:n-
able. During the course of his talk he
stated that he and the other good
c tizens were being criticized for the
fine work they were 'doing in this
respect, but that the criticisms had
no effect, as he always could be found
standing upon the right nide. He
said that he wood rather have the
good will and respeet of a certain
unostentatious and hard-work'nei
Paducah minister than tne president
of the United States, he using this
illustration te bring out some points
during hie address. Colonel .Saigle-
ton ttesk the position, that the houses
of prostitution are the worst evils in
the wend, especially as the land-
ladies get rich by enslaving young
girliaaind debauciOng young men. His
speech; was loudly appluaded through-
out, and when he Clotted Tie anfmunerd
that he was there to. push the bitter
fight, and intended participatiag in
every seseain held by the Frontiers-
mete
Colonel Jneepii E. Potter presided
••••••4114418M•161.
over alit night's session. while Mr.
Turner, of the I. C. seryke, was,
secretary.
Hon. Young Taylor of the fourth
ward "locating committee" said Abet
auts-body had held a meeting and
thoroughly organized. They were
now investigating certain houses in
order in get evidence sufficient to
make a report, giving the names of
the house owners and occupants. He
*aid he had about twenty names and
the matter would be thotoughly
sifted.
Mir J. Crit Jones of the third ward
sub-committee reported they had or-
garriaed also, but were not ready to
report, as they were busy investigat-
ing certain houses in that ward. This
ward commatee will meet at the
chairman's call.
No reports were made from the
other ward committees.
Professor George 0. afeBroont
president of the city council, made a
forceful talk during the meeting. He
said that law after law was enacted but
things went on just the ,same, no en-
forcement of them bong mad*. Ne
aasserted that the officials either'clid
not want to enforce the laws, or they
wanted the wometv to infest the city
because any official who wants to can
very easily enforte the laws and get
effective 'results. He cited many in-
s-tams where strong and wilful men
had prosecuted prominent criminals
where others Isla fad to. do' any-
••••••••—.
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Dr. Richard Walker Expects to Re-
turn Next Week After Month's
Absence.411111. Gibson Better.
Willie Zeiss last evening accident-
ally shot_ himself through the left
hand while handffng a revolver which
he was fooling with. The injury is
quite painful. Zeiss is a harneesmaker
employed at one of the local estab-
lishments. _
About Recovered.
Dr. Richard Walker owed's to re-
turn stimetime next week from Dyers's-
burg, Tenn., where he has been for
many months recuperating He has
about recovered his health which was
shattered by a long siege of fewer,
accompanied by a general break:
down. ,He has kept away frosu his
confining business at instance of his
physicians, in order that hc could get
a long rest.
Mies Gibson Improving.
Miss Lenora Gibson continues get-
ta:g better at Rlverside hospitat with
her sek-inflicted wound caused by
the accidental discharge of her re-
volver last Saturday night on West
Tennessee near Fourteenth street.
Tht doctors believe now that she
will get well, but it will be a miracle.
if this does occur, as her lung was
pierced by the bullet
LIGHTS OUT.
Street Lights Extinguished for An
Hour Last Night on Account
of Accident
The street electric lights were out
for an hour last err/sing about mid-
night. as result of the engine letting
dwn at the powerhouse on Madison
between Ninth and Tenth streets. A
book around the valves got out of
fix and Night Engineer Julian Friant
had to close down the plant for an




Kenton. O., I. it.—President
Albert Edwin Smith, of the Ohio
Northern uniereity, at Ada, has de-
cided to require any student that he
discovers to be a smoker to pay St
per term more than those who don't
use the weed. In claapel yesterday
Dr. Smith said7
"All pipe-suckers and cigarette
smokers, in fact, all smokers of to-
bacco in any form, will be taxed $t
per term more than others in the fut-
ure. This extra ttuition is to be a
license for the habit.-
-January rat is the time set for
the open ng of the new county poor
farm, the buildings for which have
been finished, while the furnishings
will be installed immediately, they
having been bought last week. Was
Thoompaoa, the new keeper, does not
take charge ainal the new buildings
are moved into.
fling. or wonid not act. During Wm
remarks She countalman said that
many peopin in fencer of the dissolute
women etaimsd they were "necessary
evils" and this ite coneidered an in-
sult ers the young men of the com-
munity. He said every father should
„feel safer if his daughter was being
visited by a pure young man than one
who frequeots the bad places. He
advocated &living the establishments
out of town altogether. and dm-
favored !shifting them from one sec-
tion to another.
Strong talks were made ,by Mr. J.
Crit Jones, Mr. Young Taylor, Pro
fessor C. A. Norvell and Mr. Jame.
Kowell, the sentiments o
all pure-raindeil people of the corn
murky, and urging that they faltei
not ,from the stand they have taker
to wipe out every infairsous joint it
the iliac
As the Chriettufg holidays are near-
ly here, the "Fronteremen," adjourned
to meat the first 'Tuesday night 
irs
January. •
Yesterday is number - of the
-Frontiersmen 'Vire before the grand
jury telling What they know about
bawdy houses. this inquisitoe61 body
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Last Week Dr. Coleman Re-
Appontment As Supt. of
Lakeland Asylum.
The tuner& services oser the re-
tains of the late Dr. J. Robert Cane-
mast were attended by hundreds of
friends yesterday, both in this city
and at Murray. At ioato o'clock in
the ruining the ceremonies were
presided over at the residence on
West Jefferson street here by Rev
Calvin M. Thompson of the First
Baptist church and Re.. II. B. Taylor
of the Murray Baptist church. Many
friesids were at the residence, while
beautiful floral wreaths compktely
covered the casket. At 1243 o'clock
the remains were taken to the N., C.
& St. I.. railroad special train which
departed for Manta!, arrly ng there at
a o'clock, accompanied by about
twenty-five Knights Templar. fifteen
Nflaseii, the members of the family
and a host of friends.
The remains were met at the Mur-
ray depot by about forty members of
the Masonic lodge of that city, and
a large concourse of friends. The
coolie immediately proceeded to the
cemetery where the exercises were
held under auspices of the Masons.
*Os Mr. James E. Vs'illselm officiat-
ing. On completion of the ceretnires
the body was consigned to the grave
and the Paelucahan• started backhT
at 4_45 p. m., on the special
which arrived here at 6 o'clock.
Being a dose, warm fnend of the
dec.ased and family. Superintendent
W. J. Hills of the N.. C. & St. L
offerred the specal train for free use
foe the occawiema and on their return
the "Masens tendered tint a rote of
thanks for the appreciative favor.
The pallbearers were J. H. Ashcraft
D. A Yeiser, C. H. Chamblin
George 0. Ingram, Dr Frank Boyd
Dr. B. B. Griffith, John K. Hendrick
and Charles W. Thompson. Messrs.
Thompson, Yeiser and Griffith could
not go to Murray. therefore their
places as pallbearers were taken there
by Dr. C. E. Purcell. Dr. Charles
Lightfoot and rift. John T. Donovan
Mr. E. L. Hendeck, of Madison-
ville, was here to attend the funeral
being a warm friend and brother
Knights Templar of the deceased.
A' fact known to only a few inti-
mug friends of Dr. Coleman, is that
onlyaelast Thursday he received from
Governor J. C. W. Beckham the ap-
pointtnent of solierantendent of the
Lakeland lunatic asylum, which is not
far from Louisville. The institution
Is one of the most important of its
charatter in the country, and the gov-
ernor and state officials attested their
approacietion of the eminent ability of
the Nmiali physician by tendering
him 115C appointment. Dr. Coleman
was to have taken charge of the
asy* the first of the next year. but
Death intervened and he never lad an
opportunity- to avail himself Ta the
lucrative position. The "Board of
Control. of Public Char ties" has
charge of the asylums of the state
and they recommended to the gov-
ernor that Dr. Coleman be selected.
avid -Otis was done. The appointee
had decided , -upon a certain well
known young physician of this city to
be,,his assistant. but some other will
now have to.-be named as superin-
tendent of the asylum.
CHARGE POISON PLOT TO GIRL
Indiana Parents Allege Daughter Put
Acid in Milk.
--
Terre- Haute. Ind., DeCit.—Estella
Van f Took, aged te, was arreeted here
today acetate" by her father and
mother of tryang to poiaon 'them .by
puttieg carbolic -acid in the milk. The
girl admits, she was about to- leave
home because of alleged cruel treat-
ment by her parents, but denies she
tried t kill h er parents.
..1=1•••••••••
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ACERS CdOSEN iCNESTER GILLETTE
FOR SECRET SENTENCED
ORDERS TO DIE





1 HE KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS
HAVE CHOSEN THEIR NEW
OFFICERS ALSO.
••••.—
Pythians Will Have Mr. Cleaves 4111
Candidate For Treasurer of
State Body.
The Order of Railway Carmen has
held its semi-annual election of of-
ficers, the selections being made -dur-
ing Monday night's session in their
hall upon the third floor over Wal-
ker's drug store at. Fifth and .Broad-
way. The new officiels 'will be In-
stalled thci first Monday night in
January, at which time the chief car-
man will name hia appointive offi-
cers, who are guide, seatingl and war-
den. Those elected Monday are:
Chief Carman—E, F. Mama.
First Vice Chief—Mases Watson.
Second Vice Chief—W. C. House-
= n.





Trustees—J. T. Easley, chairman,
James Gohergan and Finis Scott.
The order includes all the employ-
ee in the car boildlio.g department at
the railroads entering this city, and
as one of the strongest organizations
in Paducah, its membeiship being
many hundred.
knights of Pythias.
The Knights of Pythias Monday
night named their officers to serve
during the coming term, they being:
Chancellor Commander—R. L.
Palmer.
Vice Chancellor—W. J. Humphrey.
Master of Work—Louis M. Brooks.
Prelate—W. T. Reid.
Keeper of Records and Seal—Aub-
rey S. Barks's:Ie.
Master of Exchequer—Lawrence S.
Cleaves.
Master of Arms—George %V. Mol-
ler.
Inside Guard—J. J. MohJer.
Outside Guard—A. L Sloan,
Trustee—W. L Wilkerson.
The new officers will be 'inducted
into their respective positions the
first meeting of January.
During last Monday's gathering die
Pythians decided to have a candidate
of Mr. Lawrerce S. Cleave.- of this
city, for the position of master
exchequer, or treasurer, of the Gran
Lodge of Pythians for the State of
Kentucky, which body meets here
next fall. Mr. Cleaves has' been
treasurer of the Paducah lodge for
about thirteen years, and is one- of
the best known Pythians the state
over. be having attended the annual
gatherings of the grand body for
years. The Paducah brethren will
master strength in every city over
the state in advocacy of his candi-
dacy.
Start Nominations.
Tomorrow evening Mangum Lodge
of Odd Fellows meets at the Frater-
n;ty building, and will nominate dif-
ferent parties for the respective of-
ficers. election for which will occur
the night of December 27. The com-
ing Friday evening Ingleeide lodge
starts- its nominations. and elects the
night of December 28.
Maccabees Elected.
The Maccabee Tent No. 47. elected
officers last night at their assembly
roo min the Knights of Pythias hall
on Broadway ,near Fifth street.
Those chosen were:
Commander—C. W. Morrieon.





First Master at Guards--John Haw
kins. —Rev. and Mrs. A. C. Ilton of
Second Master at eitards—John I South Fourth, have a fine boy baby. _
ri! ELECTRIC CHAIR DURING
WEEK BEGINNING JAN-
' UARY a&
FOR MURDER OF HIS
SWEETHEART GRACE BROWN
SHOWEI1 NO SIGNS OF kmo-TION WHEN SENTENCE
WAS PRONOUNCED,
Gillette's Counsel Moved That Vet.
diet Be Set Aside and New
Trial Granted,
Herkimer, N. V., Dec. le—Chester
E. tillette war *kg sentented to
die in the electrIc'cliar at Auburn
prison due ng the '-aailteek beginning
Jan. a& Ile will be' taken to Auburn
tomorrow.
The youth, convicted of the murder
of his sweetheart, Grace Brown
showed um eign of emotion when
Justice Devendorf pronounced sent-
ence. His face was pale, bat his step
was steady and his voice was firm
when in reply to the formal question
as to whether he had anything to say
before sentence was pronounced, he
rcpt :
"I am innocent of the crime
charged in the indictment and there.
fore it should not be passed."
"Anything more?" asked the judr
"No, I think not." he answered and
resumed his steady gaze at the court.
Gillette's counsel moved that the
verdict be set aside and a new trial
be granted, on the grounds that the
verdict was contrary . to law and
against the weight tif evidence, the
jury had been prejudiced by improper
*614f ttchnelednitss' tric‘tilligathabltsti°11eYNieal;:dis 
remarks
address, in his efoss treeminatinn, in
h:s ennint14, that the aretraordinary
term of the court held had nen juris-
diction and also on exceptions. The
motion was denied, as was another
motion that judgment be arrested and
all proceedings be set aside.
Fails to Speak to blather.
After he had been sentenced Gil-
lette !eft the ,tpourtroone not .even
speaking to his mother, who sat near
lem in court, having arrived from
Denver this forenoon. -
"Oh don't *peak harshly to mer
she said to reporters who crowded
about her, veto noticed she was writ-
ing a dispatch to a newspaper. "I, am
doing this so I can pay my way and
arrange for a new trial. It will take
a large amount of money and I was
able to bring but little from home. If
he is gu lty of the crime I shall beg
lam on my bended -knees to confess."
Gillette gavie.aistKinefatervieve aft'
he had been taken to jail.
* "I am very hopeftsf of stetting a neve
trial," he said. "ally mother is here
and I am more than glad to see her,
bet not through the bars of a cell.
People thought I was hard-hearted
because I did mat show emotion in
the trial of ilk case. I tell you I
felt areey much worried and I had a
hard time to control myself. 1, did it
thod figf'He reiterated his claim- that lie is
innocent.
McGarrigal.
, Master at -ms--John Yehnhart.
Sentinel—John Krentzer,
Picket—Thomae McGarrigal.
Trustee For Three Years—William
A. Wickliffe.
New Woodmen Camp.
Mr. J. W. Helsley, the organizer
for the Woodmen of the World, re-
turned yesterday morning from Lead-,
er, Ky.', where be instituted a new
camp the night befoil for this or-
de. The officers elxisen were as fol-
lows:
Counsel Cosimanden—A. L, Kon-
We.






Sentinel—W. E. Griffon!. '
Camp Physician—Dr. R. D. liar.
per..
Managers—Edward /Crinkle, H. H.









MEMBERS OF THE UNION SELECT COMMITTEES TO WATCH
STORES AND SEE WHICH ONES KEEP OPEN AFTER 6
O'CLOCK DURING THE WEEK, AND AFTER to O'CLOCK OF
SATURDAY NIGHT, ALSO THOSE WHO VIOLATE THE
UNION RULES AND STATE LAWS BY REMAINING OPEN
FOR BUSINESS ON THE SABBATH—COMMITTEE SELECTED
LAWYER TO PROSECUTE THE WARRANT AGAINST B
WEILLE AND SON. a
The Retail Cleks Union of this city finds one guilty of this they will get
has entered a vigorous warfare warrants and
 vigorbusly prosecute
against establishments who are not 
them in the courts.
da
abiding by their agreements and the 
\t)' morning in the police
Jaw, and intend to conduct strong 
court there was called the warrant
prosecutions herever they are
justi_ gotten out by the clerk's union charg-
-
tied. 
n Mg B. Weille & Son with violating
thc Sunday closing laws by keeping
open for business last Sabbath. When
Judge Cross called the warrant, no-
body appeared to defend the accused,
who were not present, so the judge
matter, 
entered up a fine of $to and costs
The clerks of all the establishmenIs 
against the firm. Afterwards Hon
The initiatory in this. respect was
taken Monday during the meeting of
the union at their hall on North
Fourth street, at which time Com-
mittees were appointed to handle the
in the city belong to the union. The
proprietors have an agreement with
'the union to close the stores at 6
o'clock every evening during the
week, and at to o'clock of Saturday
'night. The clerks contend that sev-
eral of the firms are not keeping their
word in this matter, as when to
o'clock comes Saturday night, the
front doors will be closed and blinds
pulled down, but business continued
Just the same until it or is o'clock
and customers waited on just as long
as they come in. In order to get con-
clusive evidence that the agreements
are not bing abided by, the clerks
union at their Monday night meeting
selected a committee of Joseph
Fisher. George McGowen and Eugene
Patton to watch the different stores
and Eugene Patton to watch the dif-
ferent stores and see if they kept
open after 6 p. m, during the week
and after to p. m. of Saturday nigt
In order to prosecute all proprie-
tors vOto keep their sotablishments
open of Sunday the union named a
committee of Charles llarton, Arch
Enders and Zack Bryant. to keep a
lookout and get evidence against any
house remaining open on the Sab-
bath, and thereby not only violating
the union rule', but the laws of the
land. Whenever this committee
Hal S. Corbett appeared for Weille
and said he would like to have a trial
of the warrant, and at this the judge
set aside the fine imposed and set the
case for hearing. The unionists had
a man to go to Weille's Sunday and
make some purchases, and this was
lollowed by the warrant.
Chairman Zack Bryant, of the com-
mittee selected by the union to prose-
cute this warrant in the court, yes-
terday employed a lawyer to handle
the matter for the clerks.
Mr. Charles Wkille yesterday said
that the clerk's union was mistaken
in claiming he kept his establishment
open of Sunday's for the purpose of
doing business. He asserted that
the clerk's union was mistaken in
claiming he kept his establishment
open of Sunday's for the purpose of
doing business. He asserted that
even to the reverse, he had often in-
structed his clerks not to sell any-
thing. and that many times when
regular customers would come in to
make a purchase he would not sell
them, but actually give them rather
than inconvenience them, and also to
obviate the possibility of violating the
Sabbath. lie strongly denied that
they kept open to invite the trade,
and that he could very easily prove
this when the case comes to trial.
••••••••••••*••••*•*•••••• in a nu ot wonderful way. The story
* of that martyred president and his
• THE TRAITS OF AN • invalid wife 
is a page in the history
IDEAL HUSBAND • of the home more beautifu
l than the
• • story of 
Dante and Beatrice. Petrarch
••••••••••••••*••••••••••• I and Laura. Ulysses and 
Penelope.
, Important were the cabinet meeting'
Illy Newell Dwight Hills.) Conference' must be held with ad-
Text. Esdras: Grant that we may mirala and generals, for • the nation
grow old together. was at war, state papers must be
It is a singular fact that no poet written and published, lam the first
sir dramatist or philosopher has writ- duty in the morning, the central duty
teat an enduring book on tbe qualities of the day, the last duty at night.
o; an ideal husband. The libraries
told hundreds of solinnes on the chat-
octiniatics of womeu and upon those'
oualities that turn A common girl into
art ideal lmogen. Shakespeare has the
ideal maiden Rosalind; the ideal wife
Portia; the ideal daughter, Cordelia.
Solomon has his poem on the ideal
woman and the ideal home. 
WheneverShakespsare approaches
Plan he does not think of him is be-
ing in the home. but as waving a
sword, guiding a slap, pronouncing
an oration or forging a tool. The
philosophers tell us all about man's
duties in the market place, in the
forum, in the kwrove and in the
street, but nothing about a man in
the house. Battle words become the
hero but not home words, the poets
seem to think! There is ,indeed, one
tender passage. perfinrned with love in
Homer's Iliad—the one where Hec-
tor, the Trojan warrior, bows his
head that the plume and feathers of
his helmet may be low enough for
the little child in Andromache's arms
to reach.
Literature exhibits man as all oak
tind, iron; woman as all wine and flow-
er. Great authors never tire of tell-
ing us about woman's place in. the
losi,c. It is high timeohat some wo-
man tells man about his duties in
the home.
The house is the granary to be filled
with bread, the store to which he
brings his treasures of raiment, the
hive to which must conic all honeyed
sweets. From the moment the wo-
man crosses his threshold she loses
tier independence as a bread winners
Tier first duties become the taking
care of her husband's house. Once
she has taken that step there is no
retracing the path. Had the man not
brought her to this place she could
have worked out her own career—
written her poem, completed her song
fashioned her garments, woven her
textures of crimson and blue, and so
become her own protector. But sup-
port to the house is as fundamental
as gravity is to the earth. And non-
support in the crime of our day.
In our city fifty-two requests for
.divorce were presented to the judge
in a single day, and the great major-
ity represented women whose hus-
bands would not iupport them. The
time has fully come for instruction
on the fundamental qualities. IThys
in the schools ought to be drilled
and drilled in the basic traits of huts-
band and father, without which a
trite home cannot be founded and
built up.
The second fundamental trait must
must be the woman to whom the first
pledges wert made.
Today selfish men are writing nov-
els justifying husbands when they
made a mistake in marriage or when
the physical or mental gifts fail to
satisfy, in breaking a relation. But
over against this stands the spiritual
splendor of the page in the biography
of the dead president.
Another fundamental trait is com-
panionship. In the very nature of
the cause, where little children are
the mother mast be. The first ten
years of life in the house mean the
mother's disappearance from the
world in which she has been hitherto
a center of beauty and delight. The
cradle becomes a throne, where the
babe rules as a monarch. Meanwhile
the young wife and mother is all
but buried and seems not unlike a
hermit in a cell. The day begins
early and the work continues late. It
is the man who is abroad, among
men and events.
It is the man. who finds endless
variety and bright colors midst all
the stenes of factory and street and
the public square. For him the world
without is endlessly rich, and the hus-
band must have eyes for two. He
must have ears for gathering all wise
and witty sayings, and he must learn
to bring home all the treasures of the
day.
He must travel for her, observe for
her, remember for her. The bird of
paradise will search forest through
for a bright leaf, a gay !father. a bit
of floating silk, and bring all these
treacurea for the decoration of the
nest. Indeed, that nest is oft made
beautiful by down and feathers pulled
from his own breast. It was ,this
that made Hawthorne's home-coming
after a day at his desk in Liverpool.
seem like the return of an angel of
God for the sick' woman who was
waiting for him. It was this that
lent pathos and beauty to William
Wcrrdsworth's cottage at Grasmere
In the old Hebrew story, after ti,
guests have gone, and the little house
newly furnished, is still in the dark-
ness, the youth and maiden kneel
down and the man utters that prayer
that the world can never forget, "Give
that we may grow old together."
For the ideal was to be companion-
ship. The day's journey was to be
accomplished hand in hand. The
heavy task was 40 be shared, and the
cup øf sweetness, of bitterness, tast-
ed alike by these two lovers. And
when the long life day is over, to-
gether they wish to hear the sunset
gun and hand in hand put out in the
be fidelity. The history of an Amen- silent night into the yeasty sea and
can gentleman ezbibits ibis quality sail toward the 'apnea jaarbor,
COLLECT RENT
THROUGH SUITS





"THE E. A. VOIGHT TOWING
COMPANY" FILED INCOR-
PORATING ARTICLES
Judge Lightfoot Issued the Order As-
sembling the Fiscal Court in
Special Session.
Attorneys Oliver, Oliver and Ms
Gregor yesterday filed suits in th,
circuit court for Robert L. Shalt-mad ,,
one being against R. R. Wood for
$soo claimed due Shemwell as rent of
property occupied by the defendant.
The other actions arc of a similar mi-
totic, Sheinkll claiming $75 from
each James Youngblood, R. R. Wood,
George Watson and Lee Thompson.
all for rent.
New Towing Convoy.
Articles incorporating "The F. A
Voight Towing Company" have bc.
filed in the county clerk's office, cap
italizing at jack000, the stock brine
divided into shares of Sitio each, and
thirty shares being subscribed i,r
by each William Kattietjohn, John
Rock and Emery Voight The com-
pany will do a general tow boat busi-
ness, and the highest amount of in-
debtedness allowed is $3,000.
Fiscal Court.
The official order was issued yes-
terday by the county jodge, assem-
bling the fiscal court next Tuesday
in special setaion for purpoe of mak-
ing a settlement with Sheriff John
W. Ogilatie for his county tax col-
!actions for this year. Some other
propositions, will come before the
body.
Property Bold.
Property in the 073ryan addition
has been sold by E. W. Whittemore
to W. C. O'Bryan for $25 The deed
was filed for record yesterday with
the county clerk.
Oscar Reber transferred to W W.
Ropers. for $i,a5o, property on the
Soeth Side of Broadway.
Irene Gardner and other. sold to
Thomas C. Leech for $t and other
considerations, property on the North
Side of Kentucky avenue. •
W. C. O'Bryan sold to E %V. Whit-
temore for $t and other considers-




New Revenue Lew Has Had Its
Effect in Christian County.
I Icipkinstille, Ky., Dec. It —The
new revenue law bits caused all rec-
ords .n this county to be broken so
far as clean collection of taxes is
concerned. According to the assess-
ment, there was $70,82R.Sia due the
state and county, and of this amount
less than *Loco remains unpaid. This
list has been turned in to the comity
clerk and he in tarn has made out the
tax warrants and placed them in the
hands of the sheriff, and those who
have not already paid their taxes w 11
me made to do so, as the tax war-
rants take precedence over all other
claims against property, 'and a fore-
closure can be made in short order
unless payment is made promptly.
The new law has alreadjg saved the
county the sum of $600. This saving
Was made on the poll tax of the
county, the records for this year
showing that there are 1,000 more
polls paid than were last year. It has
been the custom to turn this delin-
quent list over to a spec:al collector
who was allowed 6o cents on each one
collected.
SAYS FLAG IS NOT RIGHT ONE
Mayor of New Orlessis Stops Nego-
tiations With Boaton,
New Orleans. La., Dec. to.—Mayor
Martin Behrman has announced that
a confederate flag whch the Boston
city council proposes to return to
New Orleans as having been, captured
from the city ball by General Ben
Butler is not the captured flag. He
said that the flag General Butler took
was a state emblem, while the con-
federate banner id Boston is appar-
ently a flag which was secure from a
New elOrans woman who had mask
it in her own home for use of a con-
federate regiment. Mr. Belwman an-
nounced that he had conferred w'th
Mayor Fitzgerald of Boston about
the flag and that the Boston council
would probably drop its negotiations
to return this flag.
Isterey ip a quality that has no




Mouth and Eyes Covered With
Crusts—Face Itched Most Fear-




" When my little boy was six months old, he
had mecum. The sores extended so quickly
over the whole body that we at ones called in
the doctor. We that
west to seethe, doctor,
but he mold sot help
him, sad in our despair
wo want to a third sae,
Matters became ea bad
that be had regular
holm in his cheeks,
large esough to pat •
n111 
Into. 
0 be given with a
The food
spoon, for his mouth
was eevered with crusts
as thick as • anger, sad
whomever be osed the
mouth they Wipta to
bleed sad suppurate, se
did also hie eyes.
klasaa, arms, reset, sad
bask, is short the whole
bogy, was covered ever
amd" mgr. We had as
rest by day er sight.
Wheairres be was bald
Is kis bed. we had W
pia his heads down
otherwies he uo•Id
scratch lus focs, sad
make sa epea sem. I think his lime IMMO
have ticked meet fiseelaiiy.
"We larsally theoght nothing mat heb.
mad Iliad mode up lay mind to said iny
with the telki to twep., liog that the see
air might sere him. ethurwise be was to be
put _wider rood medical tare Vim*. NV
Lord be blessed. Namara same
sad we sees saw a miracle. • Mead of ma
=ablest Colson. We made Ma withesep. Olateaseit. sad Iteetavest, mad
decided Waprevesiost. hats. moths
within tea days SI two weeks we a
&atlases had appeared k deo baps to &g-
amier, mad walla tea wails the WM was
sittiely well, and his skim yea met& sad
of the C. L. Beirieth
white as aever beton." P. ililaathtwahos.oelliat
were of Ma
him. 6, 1•04, Soo* Bethiebosa. Pb.
ths woad- rusoonss• C. Ow., Ids
OaMnst• Seas. Olsamen. and YOU me mid
sr Maid Trm. • Hew t• Oms see Ms Oda
ALSOns0 BOKISTIl.
SWALLOWED CHAMELEON:
BODY FULL OF REPTILES;
WOMAN DIES IN AGONY
Omaha, Neb. Dec. it.—as the re,
suit of swallowing a live chameleon
as an advertisement. Louise Douglas.
ioimcrly a well-known contic opera
actress, died here yesterday. An hour
before her death, two live chains-Icons
crawled from the woman's mouth.
said physicians say her body is alive
with the little reptiles.
Two years ago, Louits Douglas,
whose real name was Mrs. Harry F.
Lee, swallowed a chameleon and re-
csived much advertisement therefrom.
But soon afterward she began failing,
and left the stage. She has been in a
hospital in (leos'', for more than a
year.
The nurse at the hospital in which
the woman died is authority for the
story that two of the reptiles crawled
from the dying woman's mouth.
A TOAST TO OUR WIVE&
When Julius Caesar went to Gaul
(which is ties partes est)
And walloped all the natives till they
voted him a pest.
He raised the Roman eagles to a peak
sublimely high
And made his name immortal with
the big and little fry.
But after all his wondrous feats, when
he blew back to Rome,
His darling wife snapped savagely
"It's time you're getting home!"
‘'ben Bonaparte struck Russia with
his matchless "Grande Armee."
And later beat a dire retreat, as our
historians say,
His dauntless heart was steady till
he hit the old French lam,
And took the Paris subway to his
fine suburban home.
But as he sought to greet his wife—
his precious Josephine—
She handed him this chilly line; "My
word! Where HAVE you been?"
When foxy old Ulysses, after raking
Cain at Troy,
Began his homeward voyage with a
heart that knew no joy,
He passed through awful perils and
evaded many dangers.
Such aa sirens, one-eyed giants and
other scheming strangers.
But when, a wcather-heaten tar, he
reached his Grecian hall.
His .loving wife sneered: "Glory be!
What brought you home at all?"
Down through the buried ages sa-
lutes like these have rung--
And will so long as man goes out and
woman has a tongue.
Good fellows, lift your glasses high!
I drink this toast with you:
"God send our wives to heaven when
their earthly tasks are through;
And grant that we. less worthy
when we have finished here.
May catch their well known greeting'
- aYu'ref home at last, my dear!'"
—Chicago Examiner.
If the world worked on each man's
estimate of himself there would be so
many born leaders that there would





Some of our up-to-date wallpaper
in all cobalt and designs, from zars
cents per roll up.
WE WILL SELL AT THOSE
PRICES FOR THE NEXT a
WINEKS ONLY.
BUILDING PAPER.
Enough to cover a room for 5oc,
asc and Si per room. Make your
room warm and comfortable while








Call and examine our line and get
first choice of the Big Bargain
prices in pictures of every descrip-
tion from the tiny water colors to
the handsome hand painted pastels
and water colors large and small.
Some nice Pictures in the line.
Special price io cents.
Picture frames and picture mould-
ing in all colors. Picture frames
made to any size on short notice.
Special priced frames to cents each
to Sty) per frame.
Window shades trial' colors, made
to order in any size, on short
notice.
TO GET THESE PRICES MENTION THE PAPER




Guy Nance & Son
UNDERTAKERS AND EMBALMERS' s
White Ambulance for sick and injured only
Office and residence 213 Southi3rd Street'
Phoafte• New 334. Old 699 Open Day and Night
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rem. Let m build the beams you pay i.e it as yais
pay rent. Vacant lots in all ports of the city. Nice lots ea this
proposed cm extewssoei an Broad ta miss depot sad as Alba
sirens from ass up Bum each. Buy now aa Installment plan
while cheap. Tria is the highest ground he the city. Property Is
aurrancing rapidly. radingSlialargt4=5.11110
M'CRACHEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
L llard D. Sanders. Pres. and Mgr. Phoebe 7.1..
Matti", Unger Co.
Abdertakers and Embalmers.








From Isaac Shelby to J. C. W. Beckham
ALL OF
KENTUCKY'S GOVERNORS
The First Thee Their Pictures Have Ever
Biwa Published, FREE
The Evening Peat has for .eve-tat years endeavored to 'mum pictures of all Kentucky
Ocovernors and has at last succeeded in securing then, through the assistance of the Kea-
tacky State Historical Society,
} In order to place these pictures in a permanent form, they have been Reneged in a
group In an apoemdeas Ades *bowleg. Kentucky with the latest census, pictures of
all the presideats of the United States. Rulers and Flags of all winos*, steamship routes,
statistical data, history of the Russo-Japan War, also late maps of the United States, Pan-ama Canal, Eastern and Western lieltbphere, reports of the last three national censussad much other historical infonnatiou.
Tide maim and valuable Athos Is Plate to ALL EVENING POST SintilCRIalli.S.IS Net sew • awbecvlber mad g3 do for • full yeses subscription by mail or Si us for shemonth's subscription. Understand that these rates ire by mail oaly sad that the sub-
scription price by carrier or silent is tocsins per week.
The Evening Post publishes six er more editions daily • nd the latest editioa is sent to
each reader according to the time that it will reach them
The Evening Post is first in everything and has the most State news and best
market reports.
For all the people sod against the grafter.
Independent always.
For the Home.
Mir Evening foist. LoulliviLur. KT.
Principal James M. Green of the
New Jersey Normal eschool says
that, though still a much underpaid
profession, pedagogy has been pick-
ing up a bit in the past fiscal year,
and that salaries of teacher's as a
whole show tom gaink
Gov. Guild of Massachusetts is an
expert fencer. On his recent 'it
to the home of Councillor Wheeler at
Orange he was given a "sword that
had been carried by a general in the
















































































An inspection will satisfy you as





WATCH WORK A SPECIALTY
224 BROADWAY
PROPOSITION TO DAM OHIO
RIVER BECOMES NATIONAL
• Washington. D. C. Dec. U.—By the
action of the committee oft Rivers
and Harbors yesterday, the canalize-
' tux' of the Ohio river from Flus-
hing to Cairo was placed in thc cat-
egory of national projects. It will
ris longer be treated as a local mat-
ter. Appropriations for it will not
be chargable to Pittsburg, or to
Pennsylvania or to Ohio. or West
Virginia. The whole scheme has
been nationalized and it will take its
plate as one of the greatest, if not
really the most important of the big
internal improvement, awaiting the
actMn Of confetti&
It is the custom of the cousrnittee
to divide among the members the
_pork of framing the rivers and bar-
* -hors bills. Each 
takes under consid-
,
seration the projects of his own and
4 aejecent states, and reports upon the
eems he considers necessary to be
-appropriated. Yesterday, in making
a division of this work, the Ohio
• river canalization project was not as
signed to Representative Acheson or
-Representative Dovenor, of West
•Virginia, but it was decided by the
committee to leave Ne tonsideration
til this to- the whole committee, and
:thus place it among Ms projects of
a national character.
Greater Triumph to Coma.
This in itself' is a grtat victory for
the Ohio river since it testifies to
the committee's recognition of it as
s , ptopect of importance to the gen-
eral country. But a much greater tri
umph is in store for it when thtre-
port of the board of engineers of
/the war department is received with-
in the next few weeks. Their report
will chow that fifty-two dams will be
required to slickwater the Ohio in
order to give a nine-foot stage from
Pittsburg to Cairo. The latest esti-
Fate of the cost of these dams is $7,-
er20s000, and some of those on the
lower river will cost as niuch as $2,-
000,000. Thus the entire cost of the
canalization $6,000,000. From the best
information obtainable, the report of
the, board will be favorable to the
project.
; 11 the Ittopeual of Representative.
F. Acherson is accepted by the
committee on rivets and harbors, the
bill this year will provide for ex-
tending the nine-foot channel down
ta below Marietta and will complete
the first too trifles of the system
from Pittsburg to Cairo. This will
require an appropriation of Si5,440,coo
which sum Mr. Acheton thinks is not
too large.
Wants it all at One Bite.
"i want to get this bill all in one
bite," said Mr. Acheson yesterday.
l• '"It would be, the best polie,y to a,p-
--prespriat; the money for $ consider.
-able link in the. chain at this time,
1,
rather than doing the job by piece-
meal, as we have up to this time. All
the lodes and dams in the Ohio rivea
are provided for down to No. 5 at
Beaver. I want the committee to
make provision thie 5,car for the
Iccks and dams from No. 7 to 18 in-
clusive, whish would take the chan-
nel down below Marietta. about too
miles, or one-ninth of the distance
from Pittsburg to Cairo."
JUDGE BECKNER IS
BARRED TWO YEARS
Decision in Trial of Attorney for Un-
becoming Conduct Is Adverse.
Winchester, Ky., Dec. to.—W. 0
Harris of Louisville, the special judge
appointed by Gov. Beckham in the
trial of Judge W. M. Beckner of this
city, on charges of unprofessional con-
duct, rendered a decision suspending
him from the practice of law for two
years. The porceedings were based
on an affidavit filed in England in a
case from this state.
Friends of Judge Berkner were
greatly eat-prised at the decision of
Judge Harris. .They are particularly
surprised at the concluding sentence
of Judge Harris' opinion, which is as
follows:
"Because proceedings to disbar arc
more intended to keep pure the ad-
ministration of justice than to pun-
'h, and in rview of the respondent's
age and previous standing in the corn-
rminity, the court declines to inflect
the extreme penalty, but finds that
respondent William Morgan Week-
ner should be suspended from prac-
tice for a term of two years.'
FELLING TREES
ON RIGHT OF WAY,
Illinois Central Taking Steps to Im-
prove Wire Service Along
Its Road.
New Orleans, Dec. io.—The Illinois
Central railroad has inaugurated a
movement for protecting telegraph
facilities which is expected to be of
benefit to business of the entire
Southern Mississippi valley. This
work, which has Veen annetinced by
G. H. Groce, the newly appotnted as-
sistant to the general manager of the
Illinoie Central, is the cutting, down
of trees, not only on the 'railroad
right of way, but also on private
property -adjoining, so that no falling
tree an strike the wires.
Iii storms of this and former years
falling trees have crippled telegraph
service sometimes throughout the en-
tire South; Mr. Groc.e said that the
large land owners along the right of
Fay are aiding the company hy freely
permitttng their trees to be Chopped,
hat that small owners Are sometimes
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.THE UTTLL YELLOW _MAN
FROM NIPPON
A CALIFORNIAN'S V JEW OF THE ISSUE
By L. O'Connell.
•
• When American families ,are •
•crowded off farms, where shalt we •
• get the new blood that vivifies tbe'''
* population of the cities? When Iv
• the time comas that the farauf.
• are worked by Japanese coolies, *
• and white land owners are non- •
* resident; when tracts of the re-
* public are owned in Japan; when •
• theseetracts have become Japan- •
• ese settlements where the popu-
• lation bear enthusiastic allegi-
• ance to the 'emperor of Japan. •
• then real trouble will begin for •
• the United States of America.
• , •
On Oct. 23 a cable was received
at the department of state from the
United States ambassader to Japan
which was dated "Tokio," and called
to the attention of our govertmient
the anti-American popular agitation
throughout Japan consequent upon
alleged discrimination in San Fran-
cisco against attendance of Japan
pupils at public schools. To this dis-
patch the department of state cabled
in reply:
"Troubles mentioned in your cable
of aist inst. are so entirely local and
confined to San Francisco that thi
government was not aware of their
existence until pnblieation in oar
newspapers of what happened in
Tokio. • • • Trouble about school
appears to have arisen from fact that
schools which Japanese had attended
were destroyed at time of earthquake
sad have not been replaced. • • •
The puny local and occasional nature
of San Francisco school question
should be appreciated, when Japan
esc are welcomed at schools and col
lege, all over our country.
"Root."
For a long time admission f Jap
anese to the public schools of Sat
Francisco has been so vexed a totes
tton that, in iglu mass meetings were
held in the metropolic of the Pacific to
concert some scheme to change ex-
isting conditions. Bin state and mu-
nicipal politics intervened, and action
as to exclusion of Japanese from
white schools was postponed. The
acute sense of unsuitability of indis-
criminate co-education of pupils, the
majcrty'ef wihom were of the lowest
class ef Manes, the coolies, with
children of American citizens, con-
tinued up to the time of the catas-
trophe which desolated San Frats-
cisco. and which for a time paralyzed
all public reforms.
The most responsible citizens of
San Francisco hold that the public
schools are supported by the tax-
payers of the United tates, oil the
principle that education is necessary
to good citizenship. These schools
are not intended to train citizens for
other nations—aliens, who desire to
learn English merely to use for the
commercial advancement of their own
country. and incidentally, for their
personal enrichment.
If Japanese immigrants were inde-
pendent :ndividtsals strixing for ad-
vancement and intending to remain
members of American communities.
it would be one thing; but the vast
majority of ftwinigrants from Japan
come into our Pacific coast ports
ticketed in gangs as if they were
bunches of cattle, and are complete-
ly subject to the native bosses to
whom they have been consigned by
enterprising Japanese capitalits.
Between the children of polyglot
Europe who attend public schools on
the Atlantic coast and Japanese pu-
pils who have in the past and who
desire in the present to crowd chil-
dren of American citizens from the
schools in San Francisco there is
enormous difference. Teachers who
labor in the eastern states to instruct
in English the children of German
Italian and Scandisiarian families are
manufacturing the good American
citizens of the future. But to train
Japanese pupils in our language, in
our systems of bookkerping and in
our customs is another matter. The
national policy of the land of Nippon
is one of assimilation of all that is
most admirable and progressive in
foreign nations, all that may promote
the glory of the new empire, which
emerging Vont long isolation, now
ranks with the great world powers
To the man of Nippon the industries
arts and scientific results of the civil-
izerl world are frrit from which he
sucks the juicy essence, then casts
away.
There is reason to believe that the
extent to which Japan has "garri
ioncd" the United ,Fs•ates, especially
the Pacific coast, ,vith an army of
students, artisans and Motets, all en-
thusiastically loyal to the emperor of
Japan, and all amenable ,to prompt
mobilization. an.! Ohs resultant grav-
ity of any friclson batween the two
moons is not known to nor real-
ised by the Ain,':' • .1 wile.
Any visitor te: Tclio can see Jap-
anese artisans makins "Remington"
typewriters and "Domestic.' and
"Singer" sewing' piaehinet, and pet-
tug the name "%elm" on Reid !pas
and affixing to a ts•nerno of well
known pattera the legend "made in
Schenectady:' with Itst of dates of all
patents under which the genuine ma-
chine has been prcduced.
On the P.tuitic coast Oriental im-
migrant labor at wage* of from 80
cents to $t per day AVZ,S at first a ben-
efit to Amer can land owwners. But
under c,onditioes %tech have pre-
vailed incringly fer the past five
Years the Watlee laberer who comes
to this courne* is not ion direct hire
to white men; !ie is-'to be approached
only through hia - Japane:c boss;
in truth, merely instrument w:iere•
by a capitalist at hoes: in Japan flls
a contract to supali se many citya'
labor for a certain nice,(reachaig
constantly to a )igbe: figure.)
In the Oriental euarter of any s!ly
or town on the Pic tic coast from tile
Canadian bosaidary to the Meelean
line, one may go to a 12. Op and tuv
Japanese labor as ne would buy sau-
sages. After the bargain is struck,
the price paid (in advance), the boss
delivers the woods, free on board the
wagon bound for the place of indus-
try, and expects his gang to du as lit-
tle work as possible. These brown
men from Nippon, who in crowds la-
bor in fields, vineyards, shops and
factories throughout the far western
states, are the shrewdest and cheap.
cat oi all Asiatics. Their patriotism
is proved by the languor of their ef-
forts in the interest of white em-
ployer.. and their willingness to work
eighteen hours out of the twenty-
four under a Japanese master.
One serious result to the commu-
nity at large when Japanese gangs
of coolies are employed in rural di--
tricts in the "emergency" fruit and
crop-gathering seasons is that only
the lowest class of whites will co-
labor with Asiatics. The appearance
of coolie gangs in the fruit valleys of
California is the signal for an inva-
sion of such tramp families as are ac-
customed to wander through the coun-
try—men, women, babies, dogs and
ragged clothing loaded into old prai-
rie schooners. Their work of a few
days in fields or on ranches is char-
acterized by disappearance of small
farm stock. When the Japanese boss
gives his coolie gang the word to
move on these vagrants also take
the road and oontinue their predatory
march through the farming district.
It is easy to find basement rooms
where forty or more Japanese are at
work with sewing machines in the
manufacture of silk and muslin and
lace waists and undergarment for
women and children. These gar-
ments' are largely ordered by the
high-class department stores in the
East. The machines are set as close
as possible together; the walls, of the
basement are curtained off: behind the
curtains are tiers of bunks where
the workers sleep. In one corner is
is cooking stave and a, table, from
which meals of raw fis:1 and pickled
turnips are eaten. At least forty
Japanese at a time work, eat and
sleep in many such dens.
In the agricultural districts, if a
white employer derreinds more fath-
ful labor and longer hours, the boss
proclaims a boycott against him. Not
an open boycott; the Japanese insid-
iously cripple the small fruit rancher
or farmer. When the white man
with several hundred acres ci ripened
fruit staring him in the face or with
a lime order hot off the eastern
wires for several carloads of produce
approaches an Aktiatic employment
agency, the boss may announce with
a cunning grin:
"Boys all busy today," or, "No
time to talk today; better go on."
The upshot of this crippling sys-
tem is that at this writing hundreds
of fruit ranches in California are un-
der lease, or are actually owned by
Japanese capitalists who never have
seen and never intend to see the
shores of America. In the city of
San Francisco at the time of ita de-
struction small industries, such as
laundries, curio shops and shops for
making and selling ladies' waists and
light dresses, shoe repairing, and
barbering were virtually monpolized
by Japanese. This state of affaais
had arisen in five years.
There is in Japan a certain capital-
ist named Nishomura, who, having a
few years since made a fortune in
the shoe trade, turned his attention
to activities in the United States, and
sent to this country a small army of
cobbkrs, whose bosses promptly dis-
tricted San Francisco and the outly-
ing country, with the effect that any
newly arrived Japanese artisan who
desires to ply his trade of cobbling
must apply to Niehomma's agents
(one of whom can be found in every
town an village), who will indicate
to the stranger a location where his
compesition will injure only white
men.
It is the Japanese money lender
who is the factor most to be dreads('
in 'American communities. Of late
the Japanese who have been 90Trle
years in this land are showing a de-
sire to aconite farina, held, he it un-




While you are thinking or Christmas presents do
not overlook the fact that you can find a great
many substantial and well made children's presents
at HANK BROS. which are so muclLbetter than
the cheap flimsy articles that are only good for ta
few days at most why not pay a little more and
buy them some things that wilt last. HANK BROS.















IF IT IS SOMETHING YOU WANT 961R FATHER, MOTHER,
BROTH-nit OR SISTER LOOK OVER THE FOLLOWING LIST
OF USEFUL AND SERVICEABLE PRESENTS OF WHICH
HANK BROS. ARE SHOWING SOME EXCEPTIONAL GOOD
VALUES AND PRETTY PATTERNS.
POCKET KNIVES.
TABLE CUTTLERY.















DO NOR PUT OFF, BUT BUY NOW AND
HAVE THEM LAID ASIDE. WE WILL [DE-




" N U BLACK "
Loaded Black Powder Shells
Shoot Strong and Evenly
Are Sure Fire,
Will Stand Reloading.









Practice in all the courts of the
sate. Both phones 31.
Rooms r, 2, 3 and 4, Register Build-





of the laborer, nor even of the boss
but for the enrichment of some ab-
sentee Japanepe captain of industry,
A Japanese can go to the Japanese
bank which exists in every Japanese
settlement, get a note discounted
and be ready with cash rent for a
ranch or, a sum for cash purchase of
any small business whose owner is
in financial straits.
In connection with the account of
-John D. Rockeielier's artificial lakie
at Lakewood, it is mentioned that the
oil king is an enflassiaatic and torn-
patent ice skater and as agile at the
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Much talk is being Indulged in
Just now "Ifslpful hints to girls
who work". Some &minion should
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. Wednesday Morning, December is.
Maxim Gorky is having a hard time
finding a place to rest. Just as he
had about gotten settled in sunny It-
aly he has received the "move on" or-
der.
the Burlingfoo.is. only the beginning
of an awakening on the part of both
railways and •the people to the real-
ization that life is. more important
than the act of getting somewhere.
"It only requires action like that
t:.ken by one system to bring about
reform. Very likely the change will
be welcomed by other roads which
have increased their travel to top-
notch speed to satisfy the demands
of a minority of the traveling public
and meet competitive time trakinr,
There will be no danger of slippir
hack into slow travel. Mail con-
tracts and other. material conditianz
are enough to induce the modern rail-
way to maintain. sufficiently Nigh
speed to satisfy the general public
Joe Bailey's Troubles.
Senator Bailey's troubles seem to
be multiplying. While he is in Texas
trying to explain his connection with
the oil trust, a Texas congressman
is taking a slap at him in Washing-
ton. A special from that City to the
Courier-Journal says:
"What is considered to be a direct
slap at Senator Bailey, o'f Texasftwas
made in the house today through the
introduction of a resolutioo by Rep-
resentative Bendel!, of Texas, which
places a fine of $too to $5oo and im-
prisonment for from one month to
one year upon members of congress
who in any way accept office or
receive money from corporations
The resolution is sweeping in its de-
scription of the corporations, and if
passed would virtually prevent mem-
bers of congress from practicing anys
thing but criminal law and minor
civil cases. Its introduction caused
quite a Harry in the house, especially
on as it came from a Texas member. Sen
ator Bailey la now in Texas, where
to he is engaged in a controversy with
-.I-1. his pofitical oponents in the demo-.
erotic' alrlY over the question of his
re-eiection to it' UMW, it beng A-
lf Teddy succeeds in forcing the leged that he has acted ar an attor-
'Frisco people to admit the Japs into Toy for a branch of the Standard Oil
"
the white schools, wonUer ii Ills tint 
5çompany.
move_ won't he to force the negro
into the Southern white schools? Our
president seems to have a deep love
for men of color, and the darker the
tinge the deeper his love.
Miultitudss of people sleep sourdly
nights believing their savings to be
protected in the banks, not dream.ng
that the bank's have invested them in
business enterpr;ses that the deposo
tors themselves deflated to bay shares
in because they thmiglit their earnings
were too .latare to he safte.—Ex.
Another case of "where ignorance
I s bliss."
The pathetic firequently appears at
7;ittrder trials, but nevir more strong-
ly than at Gellette's trial yesterday
iL Herkimer, N. V. The old mother
of the youth was present when sen-
tence was provitinced on the young
biute. She had but little money, and
in order to secure more for the de-
fense of her' soft; actualiy reported
the trial for a Denver paper. Think
how her old heart, must have been
renched, and how she must have
felt when the heartless wretch left
the room without a glance at the
Old mother, watching him withlov-
ing, tear-dimmed eyes.
High Speed Refot
The St. Louis Republic also goes
on recorgi yesterday as indorsing the
abandonment of high speed by the
railroads, and has this to say;
i."Albindoninent of high speed in
the interest of public safety is a not-
able return to sanity in railroad
.t ravel. The wisdom that put it int()
effect over the entire Burlington
t. sisYsOn will have no cause to repent
tkirs radical departure from prestige.
,i'linder the hew theory. of success-
in. railway 'operation public .safety is
oi paramount and fast time of secon-
dary importance. Expert testimony
or. the -subject indicates that bette;
results can be accomplished by even
and smooth running than by freakish
speed bursts, which severely test ma-
chinery and trackage.
"The traveling public demands fast
time within reasonable speed limits,
and railways are to be commended
for their efforts to kill space. At-
tsmpts to go beyond reasonable de-
mands in order to meet competition
are attended by consequences`sadly fa
miliar to the country. The determina-
tion to conserve speed within the
possibilities of common sense opera-
tion will protect the public and the
railway alike.
"While the new order may be re-
garded as recessional Jay some rail-
way managements and perhaps by a
part of the public constantly traveling
or. railroads, it will be welcomed by a
less hurried majority. No argument
can justify imperiling life to satisfy
the increased pace,of modern business
1 f the
again. and Clark fell.
Putting the smoking gun in his
ciciet, Winfrey leaped the fence un-
- tched his horse, quickly drove t
o
sion of the good people of that state 
town, put the rig up at . Iseman's
wagonyard, turned his revolver over
This is the advertisement Kentuckv 
to Iseman, and then walk.erg to politeto the reign of violence."
gets at the hands of a few anarchist's clai
med self defense.
headquarters. surrendered himself and
seeking investment 
Before Winfrey got to the hallin Caldwell coun‘y. in New York
ought find profitable opportunities in 
Coroner Frank Eaker started out 
to
where capital
the undeveloped resources of this 
hold the inquest, being quickly 
fol-
lowed by County Attorney 
Alben
Barkley. who reached there in time to
do the questioning. .s
The women testified that C
lark shot
at Winfrey M the front room, 
and the
two men then disappared 
from
their sight ore rush:ng into 
the sec-
ond room. The women 
remained in
the front room, and although 
they
could not see what was goin
g on.
justice in such degree as lies within leaped 
from the porch and sta
rted
heard the running, as the menwell county should aid the course of they
his power. through 
the yard.
men who applied the torch to the 
The women did not hear 
Clark fire
The conviction of even a few of the
stemmeries would go far toward pre 
in the yard, the first they 
heard was
serving peace in that section of the
. the shot fired by 
Winfrey, when
state and vindicating the law-abiding 
Clark told the latter to 
jump the
to discover the identity of the out-1 was
I was "shot through the 
back," and this
fence. Immediately Clark 
yelled he
quickly followed by the s
econdpeople of Kentucky abroad. Failure
laws and to send them to the pen,- shot from 
Wasfrey's gun.
tentiary will brand the community Winfre
y claims he fired at 
Clark
as one. in which arson is upheld. w-hile th
ey were facing, but 
the
eer has heen our excuse at times for,
The primitiveness of the mountain. women's 
evidence of the scream they
heard. indicates the shot came
 from
his lawlessness. What excuse east be i the rear. One 
wound is in the middle
of the 
statethe back and the 
other in center
found for barn burners in a section' of
that enjoys the advan-i of the chest. 
The other bullet tore
tae s of good railroad facilities, good the side
 of Clarks head off, 
scattering
schools, churches from the pulpits of 10; brains.
which the gospel is preached by edit-I The 
frightened WOrtlen
_Western Kentucky has magnificent 
neighbors, who imtnediately 
sent after
the coroner, the remaim 
of Clarkrated ministers, and courts presided
over hy able jurists? '
agricultural resources, as Eastern arrival. After 
the inquest they were
lying in the yard until 
Mr. Faker's
Kentucky has great mineral resources taken in the 
house. The county at-
Will the lowlands. where Pharisaism trney then not
ified all the wsnesses
has been considere pardonable when to come to t
own this morning and




'Unfortunately indeed, says the Cou-
rier-Journal is any community which
suffers continent-wide publicity as a
seat of lawlessness. A few anarchists
in Paterson have made that town in-
famous as a hatchery Of murder plots
A short time ago a New York week-
ly published 'an article to show that
Paterson is a town of peaceful as-
pects and peopled mostly by law-
abiding, thrifty and contented men
and women The article appeared in
response to a portest from Paterso-
nians who said that Pr y values
had decreased because of
into which the town had come as
a result of a handful of anarchists
making it their home, and pnblishing
a paper there. Have those who have
participated in mob violence at Prince-
ton stopped to consider the extent
lAUDifOR APPROXIMATES
:DEFICIT WILL BE $20,100
MR. KIRKLAND HAS MADE HIS FINANCIAL STATEMENT UP
TO LAST TUESDAY, IT SHOWING Twig AMOUNT OF
MONEY RECEIVED AND EXPENDED BY THE MUNICIPAL
GOVERNMENT SINCE THE FIRST OF LAST JANUARY—
CITY AUDITOR ESTIMATES THAT THE REPUBLICAN DE-
FICIT WILL AMOUNT TO IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD OP
$10,1oo AT THE END OF THIS YEAR—ASSESSOR'S TAX
BOOKS COMPLETED BY END OF THIS WEEK.
City Auditor Alexalgier Krklantli..1
has made out his al statement
up to and including ast Tuesday
is
I
showing the receipts and expenditures
by the municipal government sinccl
the first of this year. Now as thel
days go by he will add the reef pts'
and expenses to the statement, which 1
will thereby be kept in completed:
form, ready for issual when this year
closes.
The document now shows that the
the city is many thousands of dol- 1
lars in debt, while at the end of rhe
year a big deficit will be left by the
outgoing Republican boards, as a New
Year's gift for the incoming Demo-
crats. When the Democrats went
out the first of this year a hand-
some surplus was left for the Repub-
licans, who seem not to believe in
reciprocity.
Auditor Kirkland yesterday said he
had rough)), gone over the receipts
expected for this month, and also
sketched what will probably be the
expend tures. In this way he get, an
idea of what the deficit will be. His
figures show it at &woo°, and he
says that the last of this month, when
the year's business is closed, the real
deficit will not vary $5oo from his
approximate.
City Assessor Stewart Dick has
fin shed his book showing what he
has valued real estate in this city for
igoy municipal tax purposes, while he
is down to the letter "H" on the book
containing the personalty assesss-
ments. The assessor expects to finish
his work by last of this week when
the books will be turned over finally
to Auditor K rkland, who fixes them
up preparatory to putting them in the
bands of the city board of supervisors
who convene the first Monday of
next month and remain in session for
a period of eight or ten weeks, going
over the valuations.
Mk. Dick turned the books over to
the auditor the first of th s month as
provided by law, but as they were not
completed the assessor borrows them
back each day from the auditor to
work on them, but every night they




(Continued From First Page)
the Schaeffer h4S1b11 is of two
roms, both facing the porch, Win-
frey jumped up and rushed from the
room in %bleb he and Mks. Clair
were, to the next room that was da-
cupied by Mrs. Schaeffer eed sevetal
childrsn. Clark was right behind k m
striking him over the head with the
sock. Winfrey said he was very ex-
cited, tut thinks Clark fired at him in
the second room. Winfrey then
rushed out on the porch contends
with thethat Clark knocked him
club, onto the ground be w. Leaping
to his feet Winfrey st ed running
through the yard, and claims that as
"he neared the fence Clark fired at
him, and at the same time yelled:
• 'lump that trace, yoa — — —
—, I am gong Aolift y
Winfrey says that this he turned
Pulled his 45 Colt., aral replied:
"Well, you have got to do it," and
of the injury toat -as been dose to 
blazed. away.
Kentucky by their acts of outlawry? • 
Clark -yelled he was shot, but Win-
The Brooklyn Standard Union says: 
frry says bethought this scream was
"If. spelt things were done in other 
for purpose of deceiving him, so that
parts-.of the country it would be but 
Clark could get another opportunity
a short time until the United States to fire
 at' hm. Not wanting to take
would be bankropt. If such things any 
chance, Winfrey quickly tired
were permitted throughout the coun-
try it would mean a reign of anarchy
compared to which occasional mur-
ders by immigrants are insignificant
The country wonders at the submis-
state.
It is not to be expected that Ken-
took's- will be regarded a, a state
where property rights are respected
if the perpetrat6rs of the Princeton
outrages arc not discoverer and pun-
ished. and to the end that their pun-
islunent may be made certain and
drastic every honest citizen in Cald-
that section and the Bloody Eleventh, to wh
district. be put upon a level with the Judge
remotest sections of the mountain as is t
wilderness by the unpunished lawless- setts
Coef"t bee r largest  
from 
nes* of a MOP? 
The pace got th
notified
comparisons have been made between
Ii investiliating body P
ave Cross will hand the 
case,
custom virhirre the jury is i
n
the bullets ben( 45 calibre.
Clark is about thirty-five years of
age and well known •n this c ty, as
is his widow who resided here once
The latter is a strikingly handsome
and attractive woman of voluptuous
form, and about twenty-three years
old. She went to Metropolis six
years ago and married Clark. Immed-
iately after the nuptials they returned
and were given a wedding supper at
Mrs. Snow's. Winfrey attended the
supper.
It is probable Clark's remains will
be moved today from the Schaeffer
home to his own residence on the
Hook place.
Winfrey is married, and had just
arranged to go to work as switch-
man for the Illinois Central railroad
Mrs. Schaeffer is a widow, her
,husband having died two years ago
The wound in Clark's head looks
is if it was made as: he was either
failing, or after he struck the ground
WInirey's clothing was all muddy
vsliere he fell from the porch to the
groLnd, while there are large knots
on his head where Clark struck him
w th the club.
• • • • 4. 4. •
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Dr. J. Smith of Dana, Ind., is visit-
ing his nephew, Mr. James P. Smith
of Fifth and W/ashalgton.
Miss Garnett Buckner will return
next week from her school at St.
Martin to spend the holidays with
her mother. Mrs. Bettie Buckner.
Mr. Holly Taylor is here from
Jackson. Tenn.
Mt. John Webb left for Paris,
Tows., yesterday on business.
Mr. L. P. Holland, thr tie buyer,
returned yesterday from Chicago.
Mr. Andy Kolley will arrive here
the last of the week from St. Louis,
to visit relatives. He has not been
here for years, this being this form-
er home. He is the well known
ametuer baseball player of the early
90's.
Mr. Chas. L. Puffer left yesterday
for Terre Haute, Ind. He is fore-
man of the crew laying the street
car company's tracks.
Mrs. Ezekiel Gordon and mother
have gone to Pittsburg, Pa., to spend
the holidays.
Miss Ted Kolley. of St. Louis, will
arrive next Saturday to visit her
con&n, Miss Carrie Kolley.
Mr. Wm, K. Coolidge and bride
left Monday night for their home
in Memphis, after Visiting Mrs. Leslie
Soule, while en route back from
wedding tour to Wisconson. The
bride was formerly Miss Soule Of
here,
Mr. Joseph Hughes, the insurance
man, was in Hardin. Ky.. yesterday.
Mrs. Judge Park leaves today for
Union City, Tenn.. to visit her daugh-
ter, Mrs. George A. Reaves who yes-
terday presented her husband. with a
fine girl baby.
Asses Lula Reed and Marjorie
Crumbaugh have returned from visit-
ing' the latter's sister, Mrs. Dr
Walker of Dyersburg, Tenn.
Mrs. James O'Mara and sister
Ass Helen Stone, of Hotel Craig,
RACKET .STORE
WE OFFER THE BIGGEST ASSORTMENT OF GOODS IN PA-
DUCAH FOR YOU TO SELECT FROM.
WE OFFER VALUES THAT WILL SHOW YOU QUICKLY
THAT "'HPS IS THE STORE WHERE A REAL DOLLARS WORTH
CAN BE BOUGHT FOR A DOLLAR.
NO USE TO GIVE UP MOREONEY FOR GOODS THAN IS AB-
SOLUTELY NECESSARY, IS THERE?
A GLANCE AT OUR WINDOWS WILL GIVE YOU A SLIGHT
IDEA OF THE RICH VALUES WE OFFER.
Drummers Samples
HAVE JUST PLACED ON SALE A BIG LINE DRUMMER'S SAM-
PLES OF LADIES PURSES, BAGS AND A BIG LOT OP JEWELRY
INCLUDING JEWELED BACK COMBES AND SIDE COMBS.
THERE ARE A FEW GENUINE HORNED ALLIGATOR BAGS
AT $3.5o, $5.5o, AND $6.5o EACH. THE SAME THINGS USUALLY
RETAIL AT DOUBLE THE PRICE WE ASK.
IF INTERESTED IN A PURCHASE OF THIS SORT CALL AT
ONCE AS WE HAVE EUT ONE OF A KIND.
IN THIS LOT OF SAMPLES THERE IS AN ASSORTMENT OF
LADIES BELTS. BELT BUCKLES AND LADIES FINE NECKWEAR
INCLUDIS0 BLACK STOCKS.
THERE'S A LOT OF THE DAINTIEST EMBROIDERED TURN
OVER COLLARS FROM siC TO 5oC THAT ANY RETAIL STORE
HAS EVER SHOWN.
WE OFFER THESE SAMPLES AT THE REGULAR WHOLE-
SALE PRICE AND YOU CAN FEEL ASSURED THERE WILL RE
NO DUPLICATES OF ANY OF THE GOODS.
Children's Coatis
EVERY CHILD'S CLOAK IN -nu: STORE—RANGING FROM $
TO :4 YEARS WILL BE SACRIFICED AT HALF PRICE AS WE
ARE QUITTING THE READY MADE CLOAK BUSINESS POR










THIS IS FOR CHILDREN'S AND MIMS' CLOAKS RUT NOT
INFANTS.
Wool Sweaters
A LOT OF LADIES WOOL SWEATERS AT 49C AND 69C.
THESE SOLD FORMERLY FROM St.s5 TO lis.75. THEY ARE
MIGHTY WARM THESE COLD DAYS.
PULER &THOMPSON
407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY
LUMBER CO. LOSES Sio.000:
MISSING EMPLOYE SOUGHT
*ON
Menominee, Mich., De-. it —Elbert
J. Clement, confidential man of the
Wisconsin Land & Lumber Company
a' liermansville, fled the country last
n.ght, and nearly Sto.000 of the lum-
ber company's money is also missing.
Offcers are scouring the country to
get trace of h'im. It is believed he
is on his way to Canada or Mexico.
His departure followed a little family
jsr in which his wife took a•bottle ef
whisky from him.
LIQUOR QUESTION REFERRED
Guthrie, Ok.. Dec. it—The Okla-
homa constitutional convention op-
ened its third week by unanimously
adopting its first ordinance, which ac-
cepts the enabling act. Planks pro-
viding for a disposition of the pro-
hibition, railroad and labor questions
were among the most important sub-
mitted.
Peter Hanraty, an Indian territory
delegate, district president of the Un-
ite,' Mineworkers of America, looked
after labor's rights by oroposing an
eight-horn law on public works, a fel-
low servant law and ordinances af-
fecting the laboring mei in general.
Chairman Williams of the commit-
tee on railroads and public service
corporations introduced a resolution
providing for 2-cents maximum fares.
The convention reefrred the prohis
bition question to the committee on
fiquor traffic.
Miss Ella Cam:lett and Mr. W. A.
Turner of Evansville, and Miss Mabel'
S. Turner of Nashville, will arrive
next week to visit Mir. and 'Mrs. Geo.
Powell of 'Fountain aenue.
Dr. Dwight's
Lilydernta Cream
prevents and cures chapped rough
skin. Makes the ski.i soft, smooth
and white. Removes all blemishes
-eased by the cold wiled'.
V
Delightful to use after ahlving.
For sale only at
BACON'S
MU G STORE.
—Today at Louisville the delegates
from unions over the state wilt mee
and organize the Kentucky Chil
Labor Association, which will work
connection with the national bod
ameliorate the surroundings of lab
ing ch ldren of Kentucky.
$3,000 Madison St. HOUSG.
North West 'Corner Ninth a
Madison-4 room'—good lot—on ca
line $500 cash. balance easy.
Whittemore Real Estate Agency.
Fraternity Building. Both 'Ph
835.
it may be that "'Tis, never too lat
to mend," but the earlier the mencin



















































PROBABLT AFTER HOLIDAYS 'ffijoRELNAN
BEFORE 'ENGINEER COMES LEFT FOR HOME
R. ALMORD HAS NOT YET 
SE
MEN WILL ARRIVE TO RU
N
GRADES FOR SEWERAGE D
T10146.—SOME OF THE CIT
COMING DEMOCRATIC BOA
ERAGE TO BE LAID IN ALL




City Engineer L. A. 
Washington
has nos yet .reeeived any 
word from
Mr. sAlvord as to when. 
the latter
\Will rend from Chicago his 
men to
run the lines, get the gra
des 'Ad.-ef-
fect all the other surface 
work, Pre-
peratory to drafting the 
plans and
specifications .for sewerage 
district
No. •It was thought 
they would
have been here by pow, bu
t inasmuch
at they have not it is 
possible that
Mr. Alvord will not send
 them un-
til eller the holidays, 
as they could
hardly get down to work 
before they
would have to leave for 
their homes
to spend ,Clostinas with 
their fam-
it
Mr. Alvord ha* been 
given the
contract to get up the plans 
for this
third district of sewerage, 
and will
be paid $790 for his 
work.
One city oftiCal yestereay 
said he
siid not think this 
district would be
balk for years to cover 
the territory
M outlined at present. He
 continued
'that this step was another 
of the
republican blunders as the te
rritory
intended for inelusion in the 
sewer-
age system. contaieed 
hundreds ot
acres of farm land tying at the 
edge
of the city and also large block* 
of
billow property and commarn whi
ch
were not worth $1 per fist, therefore
if the sewerage is laid Om prorat
ed
test to such property will he 
more
than •the land is worth, which will
result in the owners turning over
their -property to the contractor in
payment of the inslebtednese.
This official asserted that he
thought there was no doubt but What
the incoming democratic authorities
would let Mr. Ahmed go ahead and
complete the specifications that
would then be laid aside for refer-
ence in future yeses Of course there
may be sewered next year a small
and sensible portion of the territory
included in the district, but the sub-
ti•ban farmland. hollow property and
.ermussons will probably not be ;rotten
'et* for a long while, as some of the
vfficials do not believe it is best
In make such improvements in such
isoor section..
District No. it.
klthough s regards teeritory env-
NUPTIALS HELD
LAST SA;i:ATH
WM BAYNES AND W I L BUR
HEFLIN WERE UNIT113) IN
WEDLOCK
• any Tickets Have Been Sold For
the Art Talk by Miss Cushman
—Motto lielectsd.
Miss Maud Baynes. of the Graham-e
he county, and Mr.
- Wilbur HeIlia.".;of West Harrison
stseet, were united In marriage Spa-
day afternoon at 3 o'clock at the
residence of the minister down in the
.county. The couple came to t
city Monday An& took up their
hcme at the residence of the groom's
mother. Mrs. Clophelia Heflin of 1748
.Harrison street.
• ; Very beautiful and cultured is the
popular bride who is well known in
this city. She is the daughter of Mr.
J, P. Baynes, the substastial and
prominent farmer of the Grahamille
nity.
Mr. Helfin ie an energetic Ind re-
iirble house builder of the city, and
a young man who stands very well
with everybody. He is a brother-in-




Miss Helen Powell of Fountain
cane and Jefferson street will enter-
o in the D. P. C. cinb the night of
December 26th, with a dance at the




Many tickets have already been
sold for.the art lecture to be given
Friday evening at Tfie Washington
building auditorium by Miss Cush-
man of the art department for the
,University of Chicago. A most in-
,' ittructiee and-entertaining adress
he made under auspices; of tire Pisdns
cab High School Alumni Associa-
- hon. ,
= 4 !itoeilen•-11110140.101; •
rimilkwA 1466'110,1'4e
NT WORD AS TO WHEN HIS
THEIR LINES AND GET THE
!STRICT NO. 3 SPECIFICA-
OFFICIALS BELIEVE THE'1N-
RDS WILL NOT PERMIT SEW-
THE TERRITORY OUTLINED
0 GO OUT THE FIRST OF NEXT
ere(' the sewers for district No. .a are
barely started, still, as regards cost
of the entire main work, about one-
fourth of it is completed. The colt-
tract to lay the main sewer ;apes un-
der the street calls for an expenditure
of about $87,000, while already about
$24.000 worth of work has been done,
and only a few blocks completed.
This is accounted for through the
fact that where the improvement was
started on West Kentucky, West
Clark, Adams and Jackson and along
Twelfth street, the mains are of brick
exceedingly large and costly to ar-
range, as they are the biggest mains
to hg put into the entire system, they
having to care for all the overflow
storm water which will pass through
them into Cross creek, which goes
along that section just east of the
Illinois Central railroad shops. When
the work gets away from that vicin-
ity, the mains are good sized pipes,
but nothing in comparison to these
near the creek, hence the cost is in-
significant in comparison. The total
coat of $83.000 for the work does not
provide for laterals run from the
main sewer out underneath center of
the thoroughfare, over to the line
dividing abutting ph ate property
from the public sidewalks. When-
ever any laterals ere placed the prop-
erty owner must order them and pay
for it. 1 10
The district No. t, that. was laid
ten years Ago, includes all that part
of the city between Ninth street on
the west. Trimble steeet on the
north and Jones street of the south
and the river on the east. District
No. a that is now jpeing laid will in-
clude all that part of the city between
Ninth street on the east, Tennessee
street on the south, Thirteenth
street on the west and to a block o;
two below Trimble street on the
nerth. District No. 3, as provided for
in the present plans, will include all
'that part of town between Thirteenth
on the east. Tennessee street on the
south, the city lima. on the west and
the city limits in Rowlandtown on
the' moth, including all that part be-
tween the Rowlandtown limits, Trim-




OFFICERS AR lit LOOKING INTO
THE MATTER EARLY THIS
MORNING
Will Middles C:ilored, Locked up on
Charge of Fighting Conductor—
Burglars Operating.
This niarrung at 3 o'clock the po-
hce are inwestigating a shooting re-
ported to have occu-red. The offi-
cers were informed tnat at top Her-
rition street osme one kicked in the
front door. and that some shooting
had occtnatil but nothing further
}red been learned early this mrning,
aithough the officers are hard at
work on the report.
Fought Conductor.
Will Riddle, ccanied, was arrested
last night by Officers Johnson and
CAOSS on the charge.of attacking Con
6.netor Ogilvie upon a street car at
Fiith and Broadway.
Burglars °pirating.
Yesterday morning Mr. Ell Guth-
rie, the dry goody dealer, found
some one had prized the iron bar
from over the rear window of his
-.tore. and gaining an .entrance,
touched the cash drawer for $1.65.
A rear window of Kirby's fen
cent store adjoining was smashed by
the thieves,- but it ie not believed
they entered, as nothing is missed
from the stock.
c.,1 are arranging to-produce Haydu's
oratorio "Creation" the night of Jan-
uary 2TSt, at The Kentucky. It will
be a grand affair participated in by
local talent.
•••••••••••••••
Motto For Year Book.
The exeputive committee of the
United Daughters of the Confeder-
acy, met yesterday afternoon to de-
cide term a motto fer the new year
Nook they are preparing for the
press. The following beautiful.
thought from one of Father Ryan's
Poem. "Thz glory tk





Mr. W. F. Marsh, Assistant General
Passenger Agent Died in Florida
—Railroad Notes.
ammillim••••••
Conductor S. J. Westfall left yes-
terday for his home in Ohio to re-
main until he can resume his run. He
is the Pullman sleeper conductor who
had the ends, of his fingers mashed
in the door during Sunday morning's
cellision at the Union depot here,
The lingers had to ge amputated at
the railroad hospital.
'Fireman John Willingham, the oth-
er =injured man, is still laid up at his
home on West Jefferson, but will be
able to resume his run next week,
only -bruises being sustained.
Passenger Man Died.
Mr. D. J. Multany, city age
the N. C. & St. L. railroad, le!
day received a message from Gener-
al 'Passenger Agent W. L. Dant ,
stating that the latter's assistant,
W. F. Marsh had died in Miami,
where he had gone for his healttb#
NatTowly Missed By Bolt.
A nut holding a part of the air-
brake on the engine bringing yes-
terday morning's I. C. passenger 4rain
from Cairo, fell off when the train
was at Maxon's Neill and was struck
with such force by the driving rod
that it was tinned back against thc
water boiler, and glanced off in direc-
tion of Fireman Lander, but fortun-
ately slid not strike him.
Roundhouse Clark
Chin Gibbs has taken the round-
house clerkship at the I. C., shops
v.: succeed John Rooks who goes to
work at Memphis, for the road.
%Do Cash Hakim Easy.
Four room house north west corner
ol Ninth and Madison. On Car line
Snow.
Whittemore Real Estate Agency.
Fraternity Mulching. Both 'Phwasiti
113S-
FEAR USION OF FIREMEN
Leading Officers Oppose M ovecn en t,
But Will Not Express -
Them/selves.
Chicago. Dec t —A feeling ni un-
rest prevaded the city hail yesterday
because of the trouble which gradual-
!) is brewing through the formation
of a union in the fire department.
are decidedly against the movement.
but are afraid to speak their minds
because of the political influence
wielded by the unions.
When questioned about the union
Chief Horan said: "I do not want to
be quoted in regard to the union. I
hae been dodging interviews all day.
I fail to see, however. how this tin-
k.n is going to help the firemen. I
sas- this with no unkindness to union
labor. because when I worked at a
trade I was a union labor man and
therefore have nothing to say against
the principles of union labor.''
Mayor Dunne was evasive in, re-
gard to the union. He reclared. how-
ever, that no speeial privileges would
be granted td mien' mien in the city
service. "I am against any society
or organization among city employes
which will tend to bring about any in
fiaction of the law or will cause 3




Author Sends a W,itty Letter 'to
'Dear Uncle Joseph" Ex,.
planting His Desires.
Washington, D. C. Dec. Ii.—Mark
Twain today sent this letter to Speak
es Cannon about a new copyright bit;
that he wants past:
"Dear Uncle Joseph—Please get
ba the thanks of congress, not next
week, but right away. It is very
t•ecessary to accomplish this for. your
affectionate old friend right ,aavay—
by persuasion, if you can: by vio-
lence, if you must. It is imperatively
necessary that I get on the Poor for





In 10 to 30 Minute
Artistic, Attractive arid
p=to=Dato
Don't forget the largest order of framing from Dec
5 to 24 gets the beautiful 18 x 40
Mirror absolutely free.
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Mr. Wall 
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While the Heart Beats Young
Dolls, Beautiful Dolls
WILL ALWAYS BE THE IDEAL GIFT FOR LITTLE GIRLS. WE ARE SHOWING ONE OF
THE PRETTIEST AND MOST COMPLICTF_ ASSORTMENTS IN PADUCAH AND IUR PRICES
ARE VERY REASONABLE. .•-•-.,111110
D. E. Wilson, The Book Cif), Music Man
At Harbour's Department Store
And don't forget that we handle Albums, Thilet Sets, Military Brush es, Collar and Cuff Boxes, Glove and
Handkerchief Sets, Lamps, Vases, Figures and a Magnificent Assortment of Holiday Gift Books.
two or three hours and talk to the
irtmbers, man by man, in behalf of
support, encouragement and protec-
hor of one of the nation's most val-
uable assets and industries—its liter-
atnre. I have arguments with me;
so a barrel with liquid in it.
"Give me a chance. Get me the
thtanks of congress. Don't wait for'
others; there isn't time. Furnish
them to me yoursetf and let congress
ratify. it later. I have stayed away
and let congress alone for seventy-
one years and sm entitled to its
thanks. Congress knows it perfectly
well and I have long felt hurt that
th;s mine proper and earned ex-
pression of gratitude has been here-
ly felt by the house and never pub-
licly tittered. Send me an order on
he sergeant-arrarriss—quick. When
shall I ccune.





census bureau Monday- is
in showing the total ar
ton of the crop of sistoc




Now is the time for you to fill yotu c"al hoitse. Ltur
Resit Kentucky ana Illinois Cop
Also dealer ir LIME am CEMENT. Agent len
Aiatite Cement. 'KING OF CEMENT
Ii M. Cunninrr







We rconunend the use of
Henry's Aseptic Cream as a
never-disappoititing healing and
softening application for
chapped or cracked skin or hp..
Is a one night cure for
chapped lips and akin rough-
ness; Heals, softens smoothes,
beautifies. Delighdy perfumed.
Not the least bit sticky or










Because it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, Or stud
holes match. 4
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth.
It irons either stiff or pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tucky Satisfy yourself by





nithest Prices Paid for second-find
STOVES AND FURNITUREB., anything and Gen searythimg.
srld-sso Court Street: U111 Pitons
rf•A
Clem Fransiola
SLOTTING WAGON IN CONNEC-
TION.
DR. HOYER
'Room 309 Fraternity Bad*.
*Mae 'phone Old 33) R. Residence
giboue old Ow
NOW Ill TEE 11111E
THIS IS l'HE PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
INCORPORA TED
3o6 B'wa37. Day and Night
Free Catalogue School
xcursia
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pack.
et company—the cheapest and bee
excursion out of Paducah.
f 8OOfor the Round Trip to
*DI Tennessee rher & rein?
It is a trip of pleasure, make
tad rest; good service, good tabt
good roams, etc. Boats leave each.
Wednesday sad Saturday at 5 p.
For other information apply to Jas.









We have enlarged our business .ind
ac prepared to turn out more and
better grade work. Cleaning, Dying
and Repairing.
K. C. Rose, Prop.




Will trat scintifically with the lat-
est improved intsruments and up ois
date treatment all diseases of domes-
kited animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY AT-
TENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
Offics Thompson Transfer Co.. Both
'el:ones 357.
Residenca Phone 2935.
C. MANNING SEARS, M.O.




Roorcs $ anti O, Register Luioling
533 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, ICy.





11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 419 BROADWAY
TELEPHONES:
Residence, 296; Office, 355.
Excursion Rates on
The Rivez
Round Trip to EVANSVILLE AND
RETURN. Continuous Passage. Sa.00;
Unlimed Ticket $5.00, meals and
berth included.
ir r
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO. party
of five or over, $t.so each, without
meals; $2.00 with meals.
Good music on all the boats For
further particulars see
S. A. FGWa..ER. Gen. Pass. Agent
or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass.
Agent. Phone 33-
J. C. Flournoy Cecil Reed
FLOURNOY & REED
LAWYERS.









OLIVER, OLIVER & Mc-GREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Benton, Ky., rear Bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.
Room Ha, Fraternity Building.
New Phore ire Old Phone 484A
R. T. LIGHTFOOT
Lawyer.
Will Practice in all Courts of Ken-
tucky.








JUDGE NEARLY THROUGH 17.;,====,...„323.73
WITH CRIMINAL BUSINESS'
1-IAS ONLY FFW MOieE INDICTMENTS UPON HIS DOCKET
FOR TRIAL, AND WILL DOUBTLESS FINISH EVERYTHING ;
BY THE LAST OF THIS WEEW, UNLESS GRAND JURY RE-
TURNS ENOUGH —TRUE BILLS" TO CONTINUE THE SES-
SION INTO NEXT WEEK—T OM KELLY, COLORED, WAS
FINED THE HUGE SUM OF Saco FOR PERMITTING GAM-
BLING TO BE CONDUCTED AT HIS PLACE—OTHER CASES
DISPOSED OF.
Judge Reed has turely husticd
th.ngs through this term of criminal
c•rcuit court as there are only a few
more cases before him for disposi-
tion and this, considering the fact
that the term is only nine days old.
is dispatching things with great ex-
pedition. He has seven cases set for
ti .al today, and indictments against
four parties set for tomorrow. This
:s all thee eis on the docket, but the
probabilities are the grand jury will
return another batch of indictments
today or tomorrow. If so they will
rnmediately be set for trial sometime
this week, if possible. It looks as if
the judge 'dill finish everything by
next Saturday, and if attainable he
will dismiss the juries and adjourn
the term. which by law can be con-
ttinued through until Saturday the
.2nd iustant. Generally the court
•:ts for the full three weak, but the
judge has been unusually alert thi.
s•_•ssioa and pushed things rapiely tn
extent that he will be through
,oly days before then.
Today's Docket.
The indictments up for hearing to-
day are as follows: J ha I sbell.
charged with otRaining money by
false pretenses; Matthew Scott,
charged with carrying concealed
weapons; Emmett Shoffner and Tom
Lowry. charged with mal;cious strik-
ing; Emmett Shoffner, charged with
carrying concealed weapon; Florence
Greer. charged with robbery; Wes•
ley Pinnington, charged with malie-
icanis cutting.
Isbell is the old Confederate '.et-
an who stole a horse and runa-
bout from Liveryman Campbell and
McGowan of Bowling Green, which
he sold to Fletcher Terrell for US.
He has confessed to horse ski:mg
auel got two year), but today tomes
up the charge of falsely obtaining
money from Terrell by claiming the
outfit belonged to him. It is prob-
able the obtaining money indictment
will be filed away. to be revived
%then Isbell finishes serving the two
year's sentence for thefrof the ani-
[hal and vehicle.
Emmett Shoffner and Tom Lowery
are accused of pelting a boy with
•tones. which injured th.c lad con-
siderably.
Florence Greer. colored, is accus-
ed of meeting a small boy named
Bernard Enders, near Ninth and
W:.shington streets and forcibly tak-
ing from hkn sixty?five cents.
Wesley Phinington, colored, is ac-
(-u•ed of cutting Walter Shannon dur-
iaa a fight.
Last On The Docket.
The last cases on the docket are
set for tomorrow, une against Albert
Rogers and a joint indictment against
R. L. and Cortez Kelly, aid L T.
Conners.
Rogers stole a wheel ad sold It to
Charles Norwood by claiming the
bike belonged to him. The -indict-
recut charges Rogers with obtaining
money by false pretenses. lie:is now
serving a month's, sentence in the
county jail for stealing some cloth-
irg from B. Wcille & Son wWle em-
ployed by the latter as deliv;man.
The Kelly brothers are f Do-
ye:. Tenn., and boarding- the„steam-
er Buttorff here to go borne one en-
tered a shlteirtsben, withiliati authority
to change his tight shoes when or-
dered out by Mist Clerk Grinners
All got into a fight and are jointly
indicted for a breach cif the peace.
— ---7
Yesterday's Business. •
Tom Kelly, eolored. was yesterday
Fried $200 for permitting gambling
in hi: house in the - alley running
from Ninth to Tenth between Wash-
iogton and Clark streets. It was in
He house, during a era...) game, that
011ie Catlett and Levy Trice. both
colored, got into a fight several weeks
r.go over Catlett accusing Trice of
rcbbing him of fifty cents during the
game. Catlett shot Trice through
the arm and left leg.
John Callahan was fined $so for
cutting John Rooks. Callahan is em-
ployed at the I. C. shops and put a
dead rat in the pocket of another,
who slipped it into Rooks' pocket.
The latter put it back into the pock-
et of Callahan, who got mad on find-
ing it, and fought Rooks who was
cut.
Oscar Hoffman was given . One
month in the county jail for break-
ing .into J. C. Hast's stewehause.
Wood Jcines and Charles Gross-
art were acquitted of the charge of
ottaining money by false preeentes.
It was claimed they tok Lyman Wil-
son'its,overco aad elairrii it a be-l
migcct to the . iold it tØy Ev-
.4ft*, aidored, f ' *Is.
' FA Williams, colored, was twed $to
the Register. for cutting ;Ed" Purress
(
fight out in Worten's add:tion, while
the jury acquitted Mary Thurman,
regress, who was jointly indicted
with Williams.
Officer Henry Singery was allowed
lFso for capturing John Isbell, the
horse thief. The state pays a reward
of this sum for the capture and con-
viction of anyone that steals an ani-
mal.
Licensed To Marry.
Edward Whiesides, aged a3 and
Nellie Leighton, aged 24, of Herrin.




Big Four ad Other Railroads May
Refuse to Sell Tickets to In-
toxicated Persons.
In ICW of the fact that several
murder; recently have resulted from
the presence of intoxicated men on
railroad treble am, that the railroad
companies in some instances have
been a%sessed heavy damages. it is
understood that the Big Four. the
Labe Erie & Western and probably
other New ii'vric Central lines are
considering the adoption of a rule
forbidding the sale 'of tickets to
drunken persons. Such a rule recent-
ly was adopted by tbc Pennsylvania
and has been found to work well.
If the new edict goes forth, sta-
tion agents will be forbidden to sell
tickets to persons under the influ-
ence of liquor, and no one who is
not sober will be allowed upon a
passenger train. Conductors will re-
ceive instructions to eject at the first
stop all .who indulge in intoxicating
liquors on thc train.
This rule, if adopted, will prove
a boon to the traveling public. which
has been disgusted by thc whole•ale
tippling indulged in on passenger
trains.—Mato ion W.) Star.
VICTIM OF AN
AWFUL REVENGE
Cairo Cr& Burned Almost to Death
in Strange anner,
Fannie Damlin, a chambermaid t
Lee Beckwith's lodging house at aoo
Commercial avenue, was the victim of
a horrible revenge last evening
which may cost her her life. says the
Cairo Bulletin A maid at the ho•
tel who wwas discharged yesterday
morning is accused of filling a lamp
with gasobne. hoping to wreck yen-
-at-mice on her successor. The lamp
0
PAWNBROKER





Do you want a clock that will keep
aecurate time?
You can find it here.
9. The dainty ornemental clock, the
substantial mantel clock or the pon-
derous hall clock all are here. For CHRISTMAS GIFTS
nothing could be more useful or acceptable than one of our
reliable time keeping clocks—Come to see,




WHERE DID YOU BUY








He and His Brother Have a Large New Stock at
518 BROADWAY
E. P. BOURQUIN. TUME.R.
expkxled. burning the V% 0M311 nearly
to death
The lamp caught tire in the unfor-
tunate woman's hands as she was de-
scending the stairs and in a panic
she threw it down the steps. In her
excitement she tripped on her dres•
and fell headlong down the stairway
into the lamp, which exploded, burn-
ing her terribly. The woman, with
AMID
her head ablaze. rushed into the bar-
room and the bartender smothered the
lianas with a wet towel, but too late
to prevent awful injury. Mr hair
was horned off and she was blistered
in a horrible manner about the face
arm and body.
ADVEltilSE IN THE, REGISTER
AND GET RESULTS.
'YOUR CHILD'S CHRISTMAS
May Be Permanently Helpful in One Way
If you give it temporary things, it will receive temporary pleasure and
no profit. If you give it a useful present, one that will last some time, the
child will be helped.
A bank account at this bank is the most awful present you could
give your child, and at the same time it would teach a habit—the habit of
saving—which would be the most valuable lesson than can be learned in
childhood.
Last Christmas many parents gave a bank account to their children.
You can start the account with any sum you please above one dollar.
Present your child with a bank book Christmas morning, showing that he
has several dollars to his credit in our bank, and he will va:ue it above
everything else you may give him. a
' Come down to our new building at aro Broadway any day between
the hours of 9 a. m. and 3 p. tn., or Saturday night, and start the ac-
count with a dollar or whatever you please. It will be made out in your
child's name and he can have a Steel Home Savings Bank to save small. -
sums. k4.1.1 1 :is I Alt: k AMAMI




































Branch Office in Paducah a The
REGISTER OFFICE
For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of Paducah, ws
have placed copies of the directories a f the cities named below in ths awn.
tog Register office at 523 Broadwa y, where the public Is Invited to cog
wtien desiring the address of any resident of the cities named.
E SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,000,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPULATION OF THE UNITED
STATES.





































































Register Office, 523 BrOadway








paces 106 liroadvitay 345--Iteskinwe 1696
RIVER NEWS
Cairo  20.1 04
Chattanooga . 5-2 -• •
Cincinnati . 19-0 6-4
Evansville .   too
Fiorence  6.o
Johnsonville   6.0
Louisville .   6.t
Ali. Carmel . . • 11.2
Nashville  9.5
'Pittsburg.  TO. I 1.2
Davis Island Dain-Missing.
St. Louis .   9.7 0.4




PENE R AL CAR TAG E713175111411geS.
n:UPERIOR FACILITIES FOR 
HANDLnio FREIGHT, MAC.IIIN.
AND HOUSEHOLD GOODS.
OFFICE SECOND AND MO) ROE. BOTH PHONES.







good health amid& c010 -
bined with modern sinitary
fixture help. lo keep the doctor out
°lease hone. `91sediarr, Porcelain
Enameled plumbing fixtures make
healthy bath rooms, al sanitarr and
have a beauty all their owe..
If you intend making bah room im-
provements, let us show you samples of
this finnous ware. We gustantee good
work, prompt service lied attention no
matter bow small or how large your job.
D. HANNAN.
















The tow boat Catherine has pass-
ed up bound front Cairo to Louis-
ville.
MT. B. F. Young of Cairo and Cap-
tain 1.. A. Patton of Memphis, are in
the city.
The Pacific No. 2 passed 'upyes-
terday en route from the Mississippi
roer to Cincinnati.
This afternoon at 5 , o'clock the
steamer City of Memphis gets out for
the Tenuessee river, lie comes back
next Monday night.
This morning at eight o'clock the
Dick Fowler gets out for Cairo and
comes back tonight about 10 o'clock.
The steamer Joe Fowler comes in
today from Evansville and skips out
at once on her return.
The John S. Hopkins left yesterday
for Evansville and comes back to-
morrow.
The &lila* will come in today
from Clarksville and skip out at once
for Nashville.
The Georgia Lee gets out of Cin-
cinnati today and reaches here the
last of the week en route to Memphis.
The City of Saltillo should pass up
today bound for the Tennessee river
from St. Louis.
The steamer Kentucky comes out
of the Tennessee river togionow
night and lays Isere until five o'clock
Saturday afternoon before departing
on her return to that stream.
WANTS AMERICAN ALLIANCE
Canadian Says Jap Issue May Prove
to Be Coninson Problem,
Buffalo. N. s,;1., Desit
Costa of Ottawa. Out., one of the
Candian representatives of the inter-
flat onal water ways commission, was
in Buffalo today: When asked the
views of Canadians regarding the con-
troversy in regard to school privilege
of the Japanese in San Francisco he
maid: "Canada is facing problem
essentially snider. Tao Pacific coast
is facing a heavy invasion of cheap
Japanese laborers. Two of our larg-
est railroad lines now iii process of
construction are asking that the Jap-
anese be admitted. They want to
construct their lines as cheaply as
puss bk. But our own citizens want
the Japanese excluded so that the
former may have the work and wages
for billding the road*.
-It all goes to prove that Canadiane
and Americans should sink their petty
differences and come together in fac-





Talk of Holding Another Primary to
Nominate a United States
Senator.
Vex., Dec. 11.-The contro-
versy bet went United States Senator
Joseph W. Bailey and Attorney Gen-
eral R. V. Davidson. as a result of
allegations that %alley had borrowed
nosney from H. C. 'tierce, president of
the Waters-Pierre "CM Company, is
assuming an acnte Stage in Texas.
Opponents of Senator Bzilcy are or-
ganizing and members of be Devo-
e r atic committee from Ceamnaoche
county have directed that anodic, pri
niary election for ncitninee for the
Urfited States senate be held to se-
care the sentiment of the voters.
Arr. Bailey has aonounced his will-
ingness to stump the, county against
any opponent. In many sections, it
is sa;(1, petitions are bc:ng sent to
Ole state legislature urging that body
not to return Senator Bailey. The
senator's friends are also active and
3. mass meetiny has been called In
Dallas tonight to form plans to corn.
bet all opposition.
J.-uns ;it A bE EXECUTIONER
Assassins Tie Rich Fanner to Animal
Which Drags Him to Death.
Paruna. 04C., Dec.! gcenty
Smith. one of the most prominent
414 *ealthiest: fanners of Woods
totinty, was called from his home
last nighohy a party of unknown men
He Was *seized and bound with a
rope drawn around his throat Oasid
d-agget by a horst, which will
free, across freshly ployed grOun
until life was extinct,.
The mutilated bodNwas left on the
open prairie, and wae 'discovered thi,s,
morning by the trail of 'blood oat thee
earth. There is no clew to the identi-
ty of the assassins.
Register above his fob thereby proves hie ensdifferently because he thnks he ii
The chap who does his work in-
for the job that is above harts
I***************e**********
▪ Why We Need More Sleep *
• Than Most of Us Usually Get.
****Butet t**************M“
••Seven hours' sleep for a man
eight hours for a woman and nine
hours „for a child."
A generation ago this rule. associat-
ed with the doctrine of "Early to bed
and early to rise, snakes a man heal-
thy and wealthy and wise," was al-
most universally accepted.
Ilut under modern conditions we
can no longer afford to be content
with the rough arsd ready rules of our
grandfathers. Sleep nowadays is be-
ing gradually elevated into a subject
of scientific study and of medical pre-
scription, just as if it were the X-
rays or open-air treatment. This
change of attitude is as necessary as
it is wise. The growing pressure of
competition, the increasing pace of
life, tempt many to curtail the hours
of atitiness which man and beast and
plait alike require.. The old saws
could not stand unsupported against
the demands of man or woman for
more time to "do timings" and disre-
gard of 'the need for sleep is becom-
ing more and more general.
There is no doubt that thousands of
cases of "nerves" have been due to
this cause alone. Whether it is af-
fecting the race as a whole is not so
clear. However, science has, not for
the first time, vindicated tradition, and
the papers read on the subject at the
British association meeting recently
may do something to re-establish
sleep in its recognized place as "Na-
ture's sweet restorer."
Sleep is the time of nutrition and
recuperation. So says Dr. T. D.
Acland, whose paper introduced for
the discussion of association members
on the physiological value of rest
Whaa we want is more of it-more of
it in childhood, is boyhood ,in ma-
ture life, most of all fit old age. And
he goes further. It is because the
present generation in infancy and in
boyhood or girlhood have been stint-
ed of sleep that weariness, ireitahility
netvons disturbance and consequent
inaccuracy of works and finally a
complete nervous breakdown, are daily
IoNlight within the experience of the
ordinary medical practidoeter.
Tbe same vtcw is held by hard-
working doctors, who do net claim
to be epecialists, but whose general
experience, being general, is only rel-
atively less valuable.
"Sleep, of course," said one, "is ev-
erything. Natural sleep is the great-
est aid that either the patient or the
doctor who is attending hint can give
-Nature is very lenient to first of-
f feeders; to those who per.istently ig-
nore her laws she is merciless." This
si .is said with a full recognition
that in after lifethe infant which was
deprived of full rneasere of 'sleep
would suffer, aid suffer severely
from such a manifest on:rage against
one of the first laws of nature. The
suggestion was that the evils devel-
oped in the adult were not largely
traceable to this cause, because young
children, even in the poorer ranks of
life, are not, unless in very excep-
tional circumstances, prevented from
enjoying sleep.
As to children, no hard and fast
line need be laid down. It is the nat-
ural condition of children to sleep
long and soundly. There are, of
course. exceptions. There are frac-
tious children, and rifle medical man
pointed out that there is a danger of
narcotic meeicines being given them
not really as medicines, but to soothe
them into an unnatural sleep, so that
their parents may not be inconre-
oienced by the fretful wakefulness.
AS to young people who have reach-
ed school age. Dr. Acland's accusa-
tions were definite. To over-pressure
and deficiency of sleep he attributed
mental and bodily Indeficiency, denr-
onstrated by the deterioration in pen-
manship and spelling. But on this
question the medical men whose opin-
ion( were asked agreed that, sei far
as a schoolboy's sleep is concerned.
the proper thing is to establish a
standard. But here again a difficulty
41fr. Acland states that out of. twen-
ty-seven rneslieaJ officers attached to
the public school., eleven demanded
ten hours' sleep; eight, Q 1-2 to 10:
six 9 to 10 11-2; and four, niee as a
minimum. Not a single medical ex-
pert recommended less than the min-
imutzr of nine.
Corning to the ease of adults. There
teems to be agreement that a spell
of sleep longer than met the requsle-
ments of a past getter:moon is now not
only--ifieeirable.-fitt necessary. -The
ideSilfat efeange-of occupation is all
• at is needed is discredited. A man
ho works her& cannot get the re-
nuperatican he iineds from hard play
If he wisrlcs.. bard and plays hard, he
needs more sleep than if he merely
worked hard or played hard.
"What is needed," said one miclical
gentleman. "to put an end in the fu-
ture to this decline of staying siosver
le to, divide the day scientifical* be-
twetts., work. sleep and elacerciseo -
C CIS of work is not bafanced 1* ex-
Acss of exercise."
Nme4 J. HA president of the
creet Nortllent railroad, takes im-
Onense pleasure in. recalling that he
cut the first stencil and marked The
first barrel of flour ever manufactur-
ed in Minneapolis. This was in 1850
or tft6o, when, he was agent fork$ line
of, freight steamers running on the
I Advertise in the Register and get_results
1'3 •
No. 306 No. 374
Leave Paducah  ta:eo p.m. 4:20 p.111.,
Arrive Carbondale  4115 9.m. 840 P.m
Asrive Chicago  6:30 a.m. 6:30 tun.
Arrive St. Louis  830 pan- 7:so a.m.
SOUTH SOUND Na. NS
Leave St. Louis ....  ...... r-as
Leave Chicago *11-... mu&
Leave Cabondale  ii:40 am
Arrive Paducah  3:35 DIU
.1644
CAIRO-NASHVILLE WISC.
NOWT • BOUND zot-Sot 135-833
Leave Nashville . .    8:to a.m
Leave fiopkinavide  11 :20 a.m.
Leave Princeton  3:35 p.m
Arrive Paducals  4:15 P.m 9:23 a.m.
Leave Paducah  6:zs p.m 9:3o am.
Arrive Cairo  7:45 P.m. 11:10 a.m.
terr've St. Louis  7:ao a.m. 4:30 p.m.






SOUTH BOUND 122-822 136-836
Leave Chicago  6:20 p.m. 9:4o am.
Lem St-Louis  40 p.m t:so p.m
Leave Cairo  6:oo a.m. 5:S5 P-m•
Arrive Paducah ••  745 11.-m. 740,9-111
berm Paducah  7:50 am. 3:10 pan.
Arrive Princeton  9:09 am, 4:45 p.m
Arrive Hopkinsville  6:to p.m.
Arrive Neshville •  9:35 a.m.
 •
• • 0
  • • •
• ..... • 00 •
Trains marked (*) run daffy except Sunday. AU other trains no
daily, Trains toy and toe carry tkrol•gh sleepers between ancient%
Memphis and New Orleans; trains tot and toa sleepers peewees Lows.
rifle. Memphis and Now Orleans. Trains 8o1 and 8.22 sleepers between
Paducah and St. Louis. Train 8cit connects at East Cairo with Chicago
sleeper. For farther information, address,
J. T. DONOVAN, agent, City Ticket Office, Paducah. Ky.
R. W. PRATHER, Ticket Agent, Union Depot, Padt-cah, K.
F'. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Lit itiville, Ky.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis, Team
S. G. PATCH, G. P. A., Odoogai. OIL
W. H. BRILL D. P. A.. k Iamb. %a
-
ij
ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
CORRECTED MAY 30, :906.
SOUTH BOUND No. tot No. 103
Leave Louisville..  la :Oa p.m. 9:40 9.01. 
147o. tas 





Leave Horse Branch . 2:28 p.m. 12:08 a.m. is:05 a.m.
Leave Central City  3:30 P.m. T :03 a.m. 12:30 p.m.
Leave Nortonville  4:08 11.111. pm.
Leave Evansville 




9;24:4450 ppa...innimm...  181:::2003•5 Laa.za.mra.
2:35 p.m.
12 :50 p.m.
Leave Nashville .  .
Arrive Paducah   . 6:io p.m. 3:40 a.m. 4:15 P-111.
Leave Paducah . 6:is p.m. 3:45 aln. 4:20 p.111.
Arrive Fulton  7:20 p.m.
, 8:06 p.m. 5:51 a.m.Arrive G:bbs, Tezia. 
4'5o a.m. 6:oo p.m.
Arrive Rives ,-. 8:13 pin. 6:011 e
Arrive Jackson - 
z 15a:1nm.
Arrive Memphis -1:to p.m. 8:20 a.m.




• NORTH BOUND No. 102
Leave New Orleans  7:to p.m.
Leave Memphis  6.45 a.m.
No. to4 No. 122
9:15 a.m.  •
8:5o p.m
Leave Jackson, Teas  8:07 a.m. to:to p.m.  
Leave Rives :58 p.m. 
Leave Fulton  to:ts am. 12:35 a.m. 6:oo am.
Arrive Paducah  :20 am- 143 a.m. 7:40 am.
Leave Paducah  zitas SM. 1 48 A.M. 7:50
Arrive Princeto•  12:39 p.m.
Arrive Hopkinsville  6:15 p.m.
Arrive 'Nashville  9:25 p.m. 8:10 LILL
Arrive Evansville  343 p.m 9:45 a-m-
Arrive N orton villa . :28 p.m. 3:61 a.zo. 2•:35 a.m.
Arrive Central City  2:05 p.m. 4:30 a. Ins II :31:1
Arrive Horse branch  3:o6 p.m. 3:18 am. taw
Arrive Owensboro . *4:55 Wm. Leo *XL *445 JIMI.
Arrive Louisville . 1:3.5 p.m- 7:50 mu. 4:35 11..6
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Steam and Hot Water heating.'
Mon 133. 220 N. Third












&44t4a410 is IP 1.14
Irm WINNER
Of the $350 KURIZMANN Piano
NOT YET KNOWN--Owing to the enormous task of examining the hundreds of lists
our judges have not yet handed in their decision. We expect to announce the




FRED P.. WATSON ap BRO.
311 Broadway Paducah, Kentucky
-Victor H. Thomas, Manager
A Man
Is a Puzzle When
It Comes To
Christmas
He will tell you he doss not want a
ecesent, but he does it the same.
ilL'PHEFfSON'S DRUG STORE





Wit! Riddle, oulsred, wa, arrested
ist night by _Officers. Johnson and
Ceditte.adfiel loektq' oo the charge
.,e4 engaging ina fight with Conductor






ur nit a r
LIFE IN THE 'FINALITY TO
PHILIPPINES
MRS MARIE MOSS WHEAT AD-
DRESSES W. C. T. U. TO-
MORROW
acting Night of Sunday School In-
stitute Was One of Deep In-
terest to Everybody.
A rare treat is id store for those
attend se meeting of the W. C.
lj...at lisle First Baptist church to-
ntio-row afternoon at 3 o'clock, as
Mrs. Marie Moss Wheat has con-
eented tv give one of her entertaining
teks' on -Life in the Philigepitee Is-
lauds.:' Ai most cordial invitation is




church was the center of attraction
again last evening, at Which time the
second and, final night of the Sun-
day School Institute wa. conducted
by Evangelist Robert Hopkins. of
the state Sunday school organization.
He used his stereoptican with great
effect during his.address, it being us-
ed illustratively, and the combination
proxed- excedingly entertaining and
initructive.
BENTON'S 1AC
JUDGE CROSS WOUND CAREER
UP WITH A Sao
FINE
George Crane was Dismissed of War-
rant Charging Him With Let-
ting Cow Run at Large.
Xlaud Benton was fined $2o and
co,ts by Judge Cross in the police
court yesterday is.. woe. He the
young fellow who got drunk and
wed to take Henry Goziel's bakery
on South Third ,trret, but inctead
took of the niter? irra..1 black
cycs and a badly bruised head.
Until tomorrow was continued the
concealed weapon charge against
Wiley Coleman.
Tom Clark was fined $t and costs
for betng drank.
Will Grimes. was fined $1 and
costs for being drunk and disorder-
ly. while Ekrtie Keiser was dismissed'
of the charge. They are coloreek.i
George Crane was dissolved-11f the
citarge of letting his cove/Tin at 1.arge
on the streets... ---
The breacf of the pence charge
sw:nost Annie Tolliver, colored, was
d mishsed also.
A fine of $30 and casts was assess
ed against Herbert Whitney for a




MRS. STORER CLAIMS CREDIT
OF CREATING PRESIDENT
Cincinnati, Dec. husband
and I created President Roosevelt.'
said Mrs. Bellamy Storer last night
to a reporter.
in 
"President Roosevelt owes much
trday to Mk. Storer and myself." she
continued. "ft was throngh my in-
fluence that Mr. Roosevelt was made
assistant secretary of the navy, and it
ame about in this wak:
1r. Storer and I went to Canton
itibii PIretsokilden tier esand
president 
e NnItrst. hilaiteKI i n‘.1vea)s-
not theer to ask for anytting for -my-
self4terlAt it would be a great
pc , ia4Ir il he would make Mr..
Roosevelt assistant secretary of the
riposted it by say-
Roosevelt .e.-r- too much
rie -ft - Wally granted.
irk ilykuosti •• . -•
51fil 111 sadie ..- -
Al Winfrey was fined $5 and costs
;ora bteach of the peace.
+ • + + • • • • • • • • • *1
S. POPULAR WANTZ. •
•
i • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
FOR RENT-1-)ffiiiiheti room. Ait I
conveniences, 83/Jege:
WANTED—Board and room settle
family of culture and retinemene, for
eingy gentleman with good refer-
ences. All conveniences. Answer im-
mediately, X, care Register stating
terms.
LOST—Saturday evening. ladai's
gold watch and fob, with mon
"C. W." Return to this (Zee-
receive reward.
FOR RENT—to-room rages's&
433 North Seventh- APPIF a M.
Flournoy, Phone 61... .
FOR RENT.-5 ri)om cottage
house with bath as sewerage eon-
Section 423 Adam* street. ApigY 302
North Seveish rfeet. Phone fps.
FOR WT—Elegant fiats, Sev-!
eta!? and Broadway. Apply to B. H.
Scott.
i0/t engraved cards. give your
xtiitegas orders to Paducah Print-
ing and Rook-Binding Co. Phone 41
WANTED FOR U. S. ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of 21 and MI citizens of United
Statos, of good character and tem-
perate habits, who can speak, mad
and write English. For informsWn
apply to Recruiting Officer. 1Niw
Richmond House, Paducah, Ky.
Expert Accountant.
W9I1 post, examine, systematize and
•
Holiday Preparations
IT IS NONE TO EARLY TCLDRC.IDS WHAT TO
GIVE CHRISTMAS TO THE VARIOUS MZIKBERS OF YOUR
FAMILY AND YOUR FRIENDS.
'THE VARIETY IS GREATER NOW THAN WREN THait
-01IR3TMAS RUSH IS ON. UNDOUBTRDLY THE LARGle.




audit .bookie by the days weeSsor the
job. Terms reasouble.
JOHN D. SMITH, JR., 118 Fra-
ternity building.
—The fine pedigreed bird dog be-
longing to Mr. David n. Street,s.was
fouod yea terday at Sisteeoth and
stseett. He had been stolen
the day before from Mt. Street's





"RUSS- COSTS Timarar NTS
Wiscanisist CandideliVipendb II Wylie.
*Meow to be boo* ,
iparea, Wis., Dec.*IC ,lexandert
McCloskey, democratio- c ciidate ftthe office of county erior, .filed Ale smallest einolitdse taccdunt.An affidavit showing theit .he had iexpended 3 cents fete kliistion par- Iposes during the cametatgp. jle easedthis sum for postage.






st Kentucky Coal Co.
INC 
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